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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON HISPANIC
EMPLOYMENT

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met,, pursuant to notice, at 9:38 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Matthew G. Martinez
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Martinez, Hayes, Jontz, and
Torres.

Staff present: Eric Jensen, staff director; Valerie White, legisla-
tive assistant; and Tammy Harris, chief clerk.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I'm going to call this meeting to order.
Our friend and colleague Esteban Torres has got to be at another

meeting, so I'm going to make an opening statement and allow him
to make his. If any other Members arrive during that time we'll
allow them to make any opeiiing statements they might wish to
make, and then we'll get on with the witnesses.

Today's Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities meeting is
called to hear testimony on the status of Hispanic.employment. We
meet today during Hispanic Heritage Week to stop, celebrate and
give thanks for the efforts Hispanic Americans have made to make
this a better country.

As we will see in the witnesses testifying before us today, His-
panic Americans are making vital contributions in the work place,
to the credit of their own communities. However, despite the fact
that Hispanic Americans will form the largest minority by the year
2000, Hispanic American families are facing a crisis in social and
economic deprivation.

Fully 11 percent of Hispanic adults and 25 percent of Hispanic
youths are unemployed. Hispanics are occupationally segregated in
the lawest-paying jobs, and Hispanic men earn only 71 cents for
every dollar earned by white males. Women only earn 54 cents to
every dollar earned by white males.

A startling figure also reveals that more than 50 percent of all
Hispanic adults are functionally illiterate and lag behind all of the
groups in the number of years in school.

Final.", the most depressing statistic of all shows that 72 percent
of Hispanic female heads of households live in poverty.

Therefore, as we pause this week to celebrate the achievements
of the past and present, we must balance the festivities with a seri-

(1)
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ous application of efforts towards ensuring that the Hispanic com-
munity is equipped to meet the workplace 2000 challenges.

Forty or 50 years ago all one needed,:to succeed in earning a
living was a strong back and the willingness to work 15 or 16 hours
a day. Today that willingness still enables America to compete
with the rest of the economic world, but at a less effective rate
than in the past.

America is now entering into the era of high-tech and service-ori-
ented work place, with an ill-equipped and underedUCated and
badly trained' Hispanic work force. This entry into th;.`& high-tech
future bodes ill for Hispanics and all Americans especially other
minorities.

While it's true that traditional training and education is not the
only avenue of success in lifeperional motivation also is .e key
factor traditional education and training do offer the beat means,
for disadvantaged individuals and groups to compete and partici-
pate equally in,this society.

In order *for 116panielimericans to become a part of the main-
stream work force and to achieve a decent living in America, we in
government and ,t1,e public need to work hard to raise our commu-
nities' exPFtctotiona and to ensure that America, as a total, becomes
competitive in world trade.

This hearing will emphasise the importance of Government and
individual efforts to bring a culturally distinct group of loyal and
hard-working Americans into the mainstream of working America.

While America is rich with cultural diversity, we must also work
to blend our 'cultural differences into a unifying force for America's
success in the year 2000 and beyond. An equal opportunity to com-
pete for jobs and to provide a decent standard of living for our fam-
ilies -is all that any person in America Can hope for, and actually
demand.

I look forward to again hearing from the expert witnesses and
Hispanic role models. I wish to thank you all for coming here, and
now turn to Esteban Torres for a statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. ESTEBAN TORRES, A REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. TORRES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As chairman of the Congressional Hispanic Canals I want to con-

gratulate Chairman Martinez for holding= this important hearing
on employment in, the Hispanic community.

This hearirig could` not come ate more appropriate time, ladies
and gentlemen. We're celebrating this very day the bicentennial
signing of the Constitution of the United States. In addition, this
week we are-celebrating Hispanic Heritage Week. The timing- of
these events allows us the unique opportunity to view the special
relationship shared by the Hispanic community within our Nation.

Hispanic citizens have helped shape the political, the social, the
economic_, the cultural, and the historical character of America.
We're a better country, I believe, because of Hispanic veterans,
educators, health professionals, scientists, civic leaders, business-
men, and workers.
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Equally important to the celebration taking place this week is
another event that took place last week when the Censua Bureau
releaged a study that documents the growing changes in the-,His-
panic community. Now, the census data shows us that the Nation's
His Panic population totaled 18.8 million in 1987; that's a 30-percent
increase since 1980.

The study found that Hispanics make up almost 8 percent of the
U.S. population. The study also found that Hispanics are younger,
poorer,. less educated, and growing more rapidly than any other
group in this nation.

Now these,figures leave little doubt about the future impact the
Hispanic community will have on the country. Perhaps the best
place to' ensure equal opportunities is in the workplace. As Chair-
man Martinez has just cited important statistics, everybody wants
to -work to earn a living; yet, clearly, not everybody gets an equal
chance to do so.

For example, the largest barrier to success for Hispanics in the
labor Market is the low 'level of educational attainment. Hispanics
do not always have - equal opportunities for jobs. Furthermore, ,un-
emplOyment, as well as underemployment, are chronic problems in
the - Hispanic community.

Mr. Chairman, this hearing will give Membera of Congress, our
witnesses, and others, the, opportunity to further document the em-
ployment status of Hispanics, and I know that I speak for my col-
leagues -when I say that we're ready to offer legislative solutions. I
hope that during this remarkable week we can- begin to address
this very important issue.

Certainly I thank you for giving me the opportunity to make this
opening statement. I apologize that I must leave earlier because I
have another hearing such as this to attend, but I thank you, Mr.
Chairman, and I wish,you well in your hearings and deliberations.

Mi. MARTINEZ. Well, thank you, Mr. Torres, for that line state-
ment. And thank you for the contributions you've made to the His-
panic community.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Esteban Torres follows:]

OPENINGHEMARKS OF CONGRESSMAN TORRES BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, WASHINGTON, DC, SEPTEMBER 16, 1987

I want to thank Chairman Martinez for holding this important h...aring on em-
ployment in the Hispanic community.

This, hearing could not be taking place at a more appropriate time. This week our
nation is commemorating the bicentennial signing of the Constitution. In addition,
we are celebrating Hispanic Heritage week. The timing of these events allows us t:,:re
unique opportunity to view the special relationship shared by the Hispanic commu-
nity and our nation. Hispanic citizens have helped shape the political, economic, cul-
tural and historidal character of our nation. We are a better country because of His-
panic veterans, educators, health professionals, civic leaders, businessmen and work-
ers.

Equally important to the -celebrations taking this week, last week the Census
Bureau released a study that documents growing changes in this Hispanic commu-
nity. The Census data showed the nation's Hispanic population totaled 18.8 million
in 1987, up 30% since 1980. The study found that Hispanics make up almost-8 per-
cent of the U.S. population. The study also found that Hispanics are younger,
poorer, less educated and growing more rapidly than other groups.

These figures leave little doubt about the future impact the Hispanic community
will have on the country. Perhaps the best place to ensure equal opportunities is the
workplace.
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Everyone wants to work and earn a living, yet clearly not everyone gets an equal
chance. For example, the largest barrier to success for Hispanics in the labor
market,is the low level of educational attainment. Hispanics do not always have
equal 'opportunities for jobs. Furthermore, unemployment as well as underemploy-
ment are chronic problems in the Hispanic community.

This hearing gives Congress the opportunity to further document the employment
status of Hispanics. And I know that I speak for my colleagues when I say that we
are ready to offer legislative solutions. My hope is that during this remarkable week
we can begin this process.

Thank for you for your attention and I look forward to hearing fi Om the wit-
nesses.

Mr. MARTINEz. Our first witness today is someone that I've read
about and I have not had the opportunity to meet, but I knoW that
when I talk to people in the District about this particular individ-
ual they speak with great pride in :the fact that he is Hispanic and
he was our first Hispanic astronaut. I'd like to introduce at this
time Franklin Chang-Diaz. Please would you step forward.

Mr. Diaz, welccme. Thank you for coming.

STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN CHANG-DIAZ, ASTRONAUT, NASA

Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. Thank you very much, again, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am very hon-

ored to have -been invited to testify before you on the subject of
Hispanic employment. This is an area of great importance to me in
spite of it not being directly related to my field of expertise. I hope
you will understand that.

However, I must say that I consider myself a very fortunate
man, indeed. The promise of the American dream is for me a reali-
ty today, and I have really nothing but praise and admiration for
this great country.

Since immigrating from Costa Rica to the United States, with
the exception of very minor ethnic slurs from people whO I think
are mostly uneducated, I have not encountered any serious and
overt discrimination directed at me personally. At least, none that
slowed me down or 'hindered my career goals significantly.

I was fortunate to have grown up in a family where the impor-
tance of education and the building of self-confidence were empha-
sized by word and by example. My childhood hero was my father,
and he continues to be so =today; and it was my mother who once
memorized the entire periodic table, so that she could quiz me for
an important chemistry examination, while she did the housework.

Nevertheless, throughout my years in the- United States, I have
become painfully aware that the Hispanic American population
greatly lags in their participation in the Nation's professional work
force. 1 am also,aware of the great advances made by our country,
through people like you, in the area of equal opportunity and af-
firmative action. I might venture to say that, in spite of my qualifi-
cations, I might, not be here today talking to you if it were not for
such legislation.

Upon receiving your invitation I requested that the NASA Office
of Equal Opportunity brief me on the history and present status of
Hispanic employment within NASA. I am happy to report that our
agency has made tremendous gains in all areas of Hispanic em-
ployment since 1974; most notably in the scientific and engineering
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fields where the absence of Hispanics-is most pronounced. Yet, we
still have a long way to go.

Our agency, among others, will continue to need stung direction
from the top echelons of our Government to better utilize the His-
panic huinan resources available. You can think of this as continu-
ing to build the plumbing that will carry the water from the reser-
voir where it can be tapped to the city where it can be,used. How-
ever, to me it is determined that the fundamental problem lies
with the reservoir itself: it is running dry.

The early dropout rate of Hispanics from our schools is stagger-
ing. At this rate, the National Equal Employment Program will be
similar to an engine with no gasoline; or-worse yet, an engine with
bad gasoline.

We need to attack this problem swiftly at the community and
family levels. We need to educate not just children, but also the
parents, and we need to do so .in English. We need to continue to
provide worthy role models in all areas of human endeavor, but es-
pecially in the scientific and engineering fields where they are
most lacking. We need to supporrprugrarslikerlyIAEST-Mexic
American Engineering Society; MESA, Math, Engineering, and Sci-
ence Achievement; SHPE, Society of Hispanic Professional Engi-
neers; and the National'HispAnic University. These organizations,
among others, encourage Hispanics to excel in school in subjects -to-
wards which they are traditionally shy, like physics and calculus
and trigonometry an,i chemistry.

Presently-50 percent of our agency's work force consists of scien-
tists and engineers, so you can see why we have a vested interest
in the'level of that reservoir. Yet, in spite of a tremendous recruit-
ing program that reaches 40 percent of all Hispanic engineering
graduates in the country, our technical Hispanic representation
within NASA greatly lags that of Hispanics in the population at
large. Once again, the reservoir is running dry.

NASA has various programs, described in the accompanying ma-
terial which I will- hand over to you, directed towards encouraging
Hispanics and other under-represented minorities to prepare to
enter engineering careers, as well as to continue graduate studies
and research. I have had the opportunity to work with some of
these young people, and I look forward to seeing them in a future
space station or space shuttle flight. These programs, even though
very successful; can only go so far.

I do not want to leave you with the impression that the need for
better preparation is the only reason for the underemployment of
Hispanics; however, in my opinion, it is a very significant barrier
to achieving an equal status in the United States.

I would like to respectfully recommend to you that all the techni-
cally-oriented Government agencies be involved in the process of
better preparing Hispanic youth for the technical .world of tomor-
row from the ground up, and with the Congress and the adminis-
tration proViding the incentive, the direction, and budgetary re-
sources to make it possible, because otherwise, Mr. Chairman, be it
due to no gasoline cr bad gasoline, the engine stops.

Thank you very much for this opportunity to testify.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Diaz.
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First of all, I understand what you said when you said that you
didn't personally notice any discrimination. It happens many times
with talented, extremely intelligent young Hispanics. People that
come in contact with talented Hispanics in their early life, either
in tutoring or just in social programs, always seem to sense that
talent and somehow it eliriunates any real discrimination that
these Hispanics might face. It helps that young person ignore dis-
crimination to the point that that person almost lulls himself into
a sense of false security that there is no discriniination, that there
isn't any job discrimination, and there isn'tespecially if you're
succeeding. Why would you think that there was? You would think
that there wasn't.

The point is that somewhere ,you said you became painfully
aware, of discrimination. I'd like to delve into that a little bit.
Many; many Hispanics who have worked so hard to become suc-
cessful do lultThemselves into that false security, and unless their
experiences after their success make them painfully aware, they
continue to believe that there's no discrimination and that all you

-,--have:tado-in-this-country-is-ta-havesrniie kiiid-cirtalerit fed' extra
intelligence to succeed. The belief is that the ones that don't have
it is simply because they either don't care, they're too lazy, or they
just don't have it to make it. Society rewards those that are super
intelligent and those that are super talented. We must realize that
we as a country, operate on the millions of mainstream Americans
that don't have that super intelligence or super talent, but just
learn by patiently, doggedly learning what they can to make a
living for themselves -and somehow attain some modicum of suc-
cess.

That's our country, reallyall kinds of people, Americans, cauca-
sians and minorities of any kind. So that individual that cam-be a
role model, that becomes that super intelligent person, unless he's
exposed, like you have been, to the fact that there is discrimination
how do we get the point across to him. How do welet that across
to Government officials who are in charge of making the laws. I'll
give you the best example I can. There's been a wholesale effort in
the last 6 years to do away with Affirmative Action of any kind
because it causes-severse discrimination, which is baloney. If you
rectify a wrong you're not creating reverse discrimination, you're
rectifying a wrong. You're putting something special in place to
cure that wrong that existed for so long. Our country isn't going to
be healed from that wound until it's not only bandaged, but it's
stitched up and it's made well with medicine, and that medicine is
Affirmative Action.

Sometimes, we don't realize the special things you did which
you've mentioned it in your testimony. Special things are put in
place to give us an opportunitynot an advantage, an Opsztuni-
tyand there are many, many talented people and intelligent
people like yourself that, once they saw that opportunity, they
seized it and they went farther than.ariybody ever really expected
them to go.

So, having said all that, give me a reaction to it where you sym-
pathize, where you don't sympathize, where you agree, where you
don't agree, just in general.

to



Mr. CHANG -DIAZ. Let me give you an example of something that
happened to me when I had just arrived in the United States and I
was going through the process of learning English and getting a
high school degree and getting set up to go to college. It was my
intention to go to college. I always had planned to do so. It never
occurred to melhat I was not college material.

However, I spoke very little English at the time, and I had a
guidance counsellor who was trying to advise me as to which was
the proper way to go beyond high school. I had a conversation with
him once regarding my plans after high school, and he started out
by pulling a lot of brochures from colleges for me to look over.
However, all of the brochuresor just about all of them that he
pulled outwere junior colleges. So, implicitly, he had already
made an assumption that I wasn't thinking of a 4-year school, of an
engineering school. He assumed thr4t I was going to go to a techni-
cal school, a 2-year college.

I didn't know what -the difference was between a 2-year college
and a4-year-collegerand.so I could easily. have-taken.a.wrong turn
at the time. It was lucky, on my part, that I had other friends who
.pointed out to me that there was azbig difference between going to
a junior college and a 4-year college, and so I was able to rectify
that.

But you're right. I think -the discrimination is there. It is very
subtle, but I have found that as you become more and more educat-
ed you see less and less of it because people begin to understand
that it doesn't make any sense. It's totally irrational.

Mr. MARTINEZ. If you have a talent you can contribute.
Mr. CHANG -DIAZ. That's right.
Now, I think it's fundamental that a persona young child

have already a self-assured framework built in to him that will
allow him to deal with the society. My father was that kind of a
person who was so sure of himself that it just kind of rubbed off on
me. I never, ever doubted that I could do what I wanted to do, but I
know lots of kids 6.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me ask you along those same lines, about con-
fidence. A lot of young people have good family homes which tend
to encourage the child to take advantage of educational opportuni-
ties and encourage and help them when they lag behind I've seen,
especially among the Asians, concern about the, education their
children get, and in many casesnot in all, becadee there are some
that suffer there, toobut in many cases they make sure that the
child has nothing else to do but study, and anything else that is a
family obligation comes second to that study and him getting a
good education.

But there are many families, and especially, I guess, in the lower
income brackets where people are just struggling to survive, that
the parents ,really don't have time. And sometimes other reasons,
such assingle parent homes, doesn't allow much time. And if you
have lack of education yourself you can't encourage them.

There are a lot of things that you could go into. You could prob-
ably speak an hour on the things that enter into whether that
young child is going to have confidence in himself and be able to
make a success of himself. Sometimes, by the grace of God, some-
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body outside the family sees something in that particular individ-
ual and, helps.

But one of the things that you said about the -reservoirand
that's what strikes me to make these remarks that I'm making
nowis that 50 percent of Hispanic adults are functionally illiter-
ate. With that large a percentage of functionally illiterate, you re-
alize that somewhere along the line that they fell behind and never
caught up, then you try and understand whyand it's going to
lead me to the next question. When you first came here and you
spoke, I assume, only Spanish- -

Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. That's right.
Mr. MAIMNIZ. And you must have had a bad accent at the time.
Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. That's true.
Mr. Mamma. Did other kids that were not Hispanic-speaking

make fun of your accent at times?
Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. Not really. I didn't notice it, maybe they did.

I'll tell you how I got set up.
Mr. MawnNsz. Well, let me rephrase the question, because you

may not have noticed it, kids are cruel. Sometimes that cruelty
causes a lack of confidence in yetpielf th.at you're different. What
I'm getting at is: You probably didn'illaVe any bilingual education,
but because of your good family, because of your tremendous desire
you overcame the fact that you didn't have that =bilingual educa-
tion. But in this country today we're trying to do away with native
language instruction.

Now, I know there are kids that will survive and do remarkably
well in emerging systems. ? know that And maybe it's the bigger
percentage, I don't know. Butl do know that a lot of kids, at an
early age, will not succeed and they'll fall behind and become part
of 'that 50 percent functionally illiterate that do not have the edu-
cation to go On and compete in the sciences and math and all the
other things that it takes in the new high-tech society to be a suc-
cess. There has to be, for those kids, native language instruction,
repardless of whether you're in an area where there aren't many
Hispanic-spesking people, because you can always find somebody.

In one school here they pointed out the need for emerging pro-
because there are 127 different languages spoken by the stu-

dent
re

and so how could yoU get a bilingual teacher for each
one of them. You don't need to. You get a langauge instruction
teacher, and then, you get an interpreter for that !anguage instruc-
tion teacher All they would do is interpret what the teacher's
lesson plan is and how that kid can best learn English as quickly
as possible.

dut that lack of English at an early ageand you mentioned it
in your testimonyis what really retards and causes a lot of people
to have a lack of confidence. You know, when a person goes in and
he's made fun of from somebody else because his accent is bad, or
complained to that they can't understand what he's sayingit
knocks down his confidence. The funny thing is, I saw on a Dona-
hue show where one of our people in one of the organizations that
has been working very hard to benefit Hispanics was talking about
English-only and the need for bilingual education, and someone
who was of Asian extraction got up and said, "Well, I'm sick and
tired of having these people come into my fast food place and order

12
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from me and I don't understand what the hell they're saying. They
ought to learn English, you know." It was really unusual because
there are a lot of Asian people that have the same problempeople
complain about their inability to speak English.

Its the concerted effort, right now, that everybody speak Eng-
lish: Learn English. You need to learn English. How about putting
in place the mechanism by which they can learn English. How
about putting the dollars it takes in education to make sure that
whatever age they come into this coulitry they learn English, other
than by their own natural ability and talentbecause that's what
you did, an you succeeded, but there are a lot of them that can't,
and there's a lot of them that are dropouts, and a lot of them that
are a part of that 50 percent functionally illiterate that diminishes
our reservoir that you talked about for people to succeed in those
areas.

Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. Right. The reason that I was able to learn Eng-
lish and succeed was because I was already literate when I came
here.

Mr. MARTINEZ. You had a good-grammar instruction.
Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. I had good grammar. I understood. I did well in

physics. I knew mathematics. So, to me, going to high school was
just learning the language. It was not a big deal. But I fully agree
with you in the fact that a young kida 6-year-old kid who has
heard nothing but Spanish all his life because he has never gone to
school, when it's time to go to the first grade he gets there and sees
a teacher or hears a teacher talking to him in English, and he is
bound to get behind, and he will never catch up, and that's why.
That's why he ends up in the fringes of society.

So I agree with you 100 percent. We need to educate these chil-
dren from the very beginning in a mannerin both languages, ac-
tuallyin a manner so that they can learn the basic concepts of
arithmetic and mathematics, physics, and at the same time learn
the language, learn English. That is what bilingual education is-all
about, and I'm all for it.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Diaz, I've exceeded my time, and, quite frank-
ly, because I'm very impressed with you, and always felt that in
my knowledge of you and reading about your accomplishment that
you are an outstanding individual. From this morning's impres-
sions you are more than an outstanding individual, you're a good
human being.

Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. Thank you.
Mr. -MARTINEZ. And you understand the problems Hispanics face

in this country, and as you continue to be a role model for them I
really hope that your station in life has caused other young people
to aspire to that same kind of greatness.

Mr. Hayes?
Mr. ligwEs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have any question.
just want to make a brief, brief comment and commend the

Doctor Diaz for his contribution in appearing here before our ;ub-
committee. You're one in a million.

Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. HAYES. I just wish that a lot of our young peoplenot only

Hispanics, but the problem that blacks face somewhat parallel the
Problem that you've mentioned here in your statement, particular-

13
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ly as you mentioned the high ratio of dropouts at the high school
level. Some of us are trying to come up with legislation that will
sort of give a new approach and some new attention to the severity
of this problem, particularly from the Federal Government level.

Our educational system and how it relates to our young is the
best defense that this great nation of ours could ever have.

I just happened the other dayI returned from Nicaraguato
have an opportunity to stop off at the airport. I got lost in the air-
port in San Jose, Costa Rica. I didn't know I had to go back
through immigration again, but I was quickly put in the right di-
rection. But I'm glad of the kind of cooperation that your country,
Costa Rica, has given to this great country of ours in the efforts to
make democracy work in Central America. I just wanted to make
that kind of comment.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well thank you, Mr. Hayes.
Mr. Jontz?
Mr..Jorrrz. I don't have any questions, either, Mr. Chairman, but

I do want to associate myself with your remarks and the remarks
of Mr. Hayes and thank the witness for his outstanding testimony.
I appreciate the chance to hear your words. Thank you.

Mr. CHANG-D1AZ. Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. I'm officially inviting you, and I'll make sure that

there is a ticket at the door for you.
Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. Thank you very much.
Mr. MARTINEZ. I would appreciate you being there, and being

there as my guest.
Mr. CHANG-DIAZ. Thank you.
Thank you again, Mr. Diaz.
[The prepared statement of Franklin R. Chang-Diaz follows:]

4
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HOLD FOR RELEASE UNTIL
PRESENTED BY WITNESS
SEPTEMBER 16, 1987

Statement of

Franklin R. Chang-Diaz
Astronaut

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

before the

Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor

United States House of Representatives

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am very honored to have been invited to testify before you on
the subject of Hispanic employment. This is an area of great
importance to me in spite of it not being directly related to my
field of expertise.

I must say I consider myself a very fortunate man. The promiie
of the American dream is for me a reality today and I have
nothing but praise and a"miration for this great Nation.

Since immigrating from Costa Rica, and with the exception of only
a few minor ethnic slurs, I have not encountered any serious or
overt discrimination directed at me personally. At least, there
were not any that slowed me down or hindered my career goals
significantly. I was fortunate to have grown up in a family
where the importance of education and the building of self-
confidence were anphasized by word and-by example. My childhood
hero was my father and he continues to be so today; and, it was my
mother who once memorized the entire periodic table so that she
could qutz me for an important chemistry examination whilt she
did the housework.

Nevertheless, throughout my years in the United States, I have
become painfully aware that the Hispanic American population
greatly lags in their participation in the Nation's professional
work force. I am also aware of the great advances made by our
country, through people like you, in the area of equal
opportunity and affirmative action. I might venture to say that,
in spite of my qualifications, I might not be here today talking
to you if it were not for such legislation.

15'
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Upon receiving your invitation, I requested that theNASk-Office.
of Equal Opportunity brief me on the history and present 'status
of Hispanic employment within NASA. I all happy to report that
our Agency has made tremendoui gains in all areas of Hiipanic
employment since 1974; most notably in the scientific and
engineering fields where the absence of Hispanics is most
pronounced. Yet. we still hive a. long way to go. Our Agency,_
among others, wit4 continue to need-strong direction from the top
echelons of our Government lo better utilize the Hispanic human
resources available. You can think'of this as continuing to
build the plumbing that will carry the water frOm the reservoir
where it'can be tapped, to the city where 1t can. be used..
However, to me the fundamental problem.lieOvi,th the-re.verv6ir.
itself. It is running dry! Theearly dreer,rate:Of Hispanics
from our schools is staggering. At thii-rate, the National Equal
Employment Program will be similar torn engine' without gasoline;
or worse yet, an engine with bad-gasoline.

We need to attack this problem swiftly at the community and
family levels. We need to educate not just the children, but
also the parents and we need to do so in English. We need to
continue to provide worthy foleltodels in all areas of huMan
endeavor but especially in the scientific and engineering fields
where they are most lacking. We -need to,simport programs like
MESA (Math, Engineering, and Science Achievement); SHPE (Society
of Hispanic Professional Engineers), and-the National Hispanic
University. These organizations, amonvothers, ,nceurage
Hispanics to excel in school in subjecti, toward which they are
traditionally shy, like Physics,-Calculus, Trigonometry, and
Chemistry.

Presently, 50 percent of our Agency's work force consists of
scientists and engineers. You call see why we have a vested
interest in the level of that reservoir. Yet, in spite of a
tremendous recruiting program that reaches 40 percent of all
-Hispanic engineering graduates in the country, our technical
Hispanic representation within NASA greatly lags that of
Hispanics in the population at large. Once again, the reservoir
iarunning dry.

'NASA has various programs, described in the accompanying
material, directed towards encouraging Hispanics and other
underrepresented minorities to prepare for and-enter engineering
careers, as well as to continue graduate studies and research. I

have had the opportunity to-work with some of these young people
and I look forward to seeing them in a future Space Station ,or
Space Shuttle flight. These programs have been very successful
and are planned to be continued.

I de not want to leave you with the impression that the need for
better preparation is the only reason for the underemployment of

16
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Hispanics. Howeier, in my opinion, it is a very significant
-barrier to achieving an equal status in the United States. I

would like to respectfully recommend to you that all the
technically oriented Government agencies be involved in the
,process of better preparing Hispanic youth for the technical
world of tomorrow; from the ground up, and with the Congress and
Administration providing the incentive, direction, and budgetary
resources to make it possible because otherwise, be it due to no
gasoline-or bad gasoline, the engine stops.

'Thank you very much for this opportunity to testify.

17
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HISTORY-AND PRESENT STATUS OF HISPANIC EMPLOYMENT AT NASA

1 EMPLOYMENT

FY 1974 FY 1987 FY 1991 DIFFERENTIATED
OCCUPATION (6/30/74) (6/30/87) (PROJECTED) HISP. WORK FORCE

(1980)
% % % %

S&E 0.9 2.9 3.5 3.30
PROF. ADM. 0.8 2.2 3.5 4.06
TECHNICIANS 1.0 1.6 2.7 5.12
CLERICAL 1.4 3.4 5.3 6.12
WAGE GRADE 2.2 4.8 6'.4 8.10

TOTAL 1.1 2.8 3.8 6.44

o Hispanic representation at NASA has more than doubled between 1974
and 1987. (Chart 1)

o Most significant representation increase has been in the Scientific
and Engineering field, where it has more than tripled. This has
been accomplished through very exhaustive recruitment programs in
the field where significant Hispanic representation is the
lowest. (Charts 1 & 2)

o Agency Affirmative Action Plan forecasts a growth in Hispanic
representation from 2.8% on 6/30/87 to 3.8% at the end of
FY 1991. This represents a yearly growth of 0.22%, compared 20 a
yearly growth of 0.14% between 1974 and 6/30/87.

o NASA's Scientific & Engineering work force is forecasted to surpass
the 1980 representation of Hispanics in the professional
differentiated work force by 1991.

o NASA's Hispanic representation in 1991 is expected to improve in
all other occupations but it should still lag the corresponding
differentiated work force figures.

o NASA's hiring rates in the Scientific & Engineering as well as
Technician categories have exceeded the Hispanic representation on
the corresponding differentiated work forces during the 1981 -1986
period. (Chart 3)

o Hispanics in the very extensive NASA Cooperative Education Program
have been above their representation in the professional work force
since 1979, even though both the hiring rates into the program and
the representation of Hispanics have been decaying during the later
years. (Chart 4)
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2 - GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF HISPANICS

o NASA-has 7 Hispanics in the Career Senior Executive Service, out of
a total of 58 in the entire federal work force.

o There are two Hispanic astronauts in the NASA-Astronaut Corps,
composed of 81 astronauts and 15 astronaut "candidates.

o Representation of Hispanics in the whitimollar
managerial /supervisory positions lags their representation in the
NASA work force. This situation is more marked for Hispanic
females. (Charts 5 and 6)

o On the non-supervisory white collar work force, Hispanics trail the
total work force in grade attainment. This situation, again, is
more severe for the Hispanic females. (Charts -5 and 7)

o Thesdistribution of Professional AdministraLive (P.A.) Hispanics in
the NASA force parallels closer the overall distribution, even
though the overall representation of Hispanics in the P.A.
occupations is lower than for the 88cEs. (Chart 5)

o Distribution of Hispan cs the wage grade occupations follows
closely their representation in the entire class code at NASA, even
though Ahey are still somewhat behind. There is only one (1)
female Hispanic in the NASA wage grade categories. (Chart 8).

3 - EXTERNAL PROGRAMS

NASA has in effect.a variety of outreach programs in addition to the
recruitment and Cooperative Education Programs. These programs are
aimed at increasing the interest of underrepresented groups in science
and engineering. Some of these programs are aimed at pre-college
students; other at baccalaureate candidates in the sciences and
engineering; still others at graduate level students. While most of
the programs include students from all minority groups, there are
others that are primarily targeted to Hispanics. NASA is very proud
of these programs and feels that they could be ased as models for
other agencies in many cases. Some of these programs are described in
this section.
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a) PRE-COLLEGE PROGRAMS

o "EL INGENIERO" (The Engineer)

This program takes twenty 7th and 8th grade students from the
MD, DC, VA areas, primarily Hispanics, on a 6-week, 32-hour per
week summer program where they are given training in science
and math, exposure to engineering careers through Fecturers and
visits to engineering organizations, classes in self-awareness
and visits with role-models. Participants are followed and
advised through their high school years and advised on college
careers, scholarships and internship opportunities. This
program in operated by Non-Profit Initiatives, Inc.

o PROJECT SEARCH

Twenty 7th and 8th grade students per year in the Cleveland,
Ohio area, primarily Hispanics, are given supplOnentary math
and science instructions, using volunteers from the Lewis
Resiarch Center and other institutions. Students also
experience visits to engineering-oriented organizations and
exposure to role models. In this program, operated by the
Cuyahoga Community College, Cleveland, Ohio, students meet
twice a week after school hours during the regular school year.

o PACE (Promotion and Awareness of Careers in Engineering
Program)

This program, utilizing NASA and Mexican American Engineering
Society (MAES) resources, educates junior high school and
senior high school students on the requirements, preparation,
and studies necessary to successfully pursue an engineering
education. The program is conducted mainly by the college
student members of MAES who simultaneously act as role models.

o PROJECT SHARP (Senior High School Aeronautical Researchers
Program)

This project is carried out at most of the NASA field
installations. High caliber students interested in science and
engineering, are selected to spend the summer after their tenth
and eleventh grades at the NASA installations, working with
NASA engineers, carrying out simple engineering duties, and
receiving lectures from eo-op students and engineers. These
students receive a minimum wage stipend. This program is
primarily directed at minority students.
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b) COLLEGE LEVEL:PROGRAMS

o RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION PROGRAM FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS

This program has a special emphasis on underrepresented
minority group students, primarily Hispanics and American
Indians. The program has two components: a Freshman component
aimed at increasing the number of high quality students with
the interest and potential 'for pursuing engineering
undergraduate degrees in a curriculum which includes
cooperative education; and a-Continuing Support component aimed
at increasing the ability of the participating students to
achieve and maintain -a 3:0 GPA as undergraduates and increase
.their awareness and interest in advanced studies and academic
careers. The program is operated at the University of New
Mexico.

o GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHERS PROGRAM, UNDERREPRESENTED
MINORITIES EMPHASIS

Under this program, all NASA principal investigators can add
$18,000 to their grants for each minority graduate student that
they support in their investigations. This program was started
at the beginning of FY 1987, authorized to the extent of
$2 million dollars. At this point, there have been 62 students
approved for incorporation into the program, of which 23 are
Hispanic.

'1
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Our next panel consists of Mario Diaz, National
Chairman of GI Foram; Rita Di Martino, Chairperson, Board of Di-
rectors, National Council of La Raza; Ray Garcia, President of Stra-
tegic Management Services, on behalf of the Society of Hispanic
Professional Engineers; Juan Ramirez, on behalf of National
Image; Martha Inez Jimenez, policy analyst, MALDEF.

With that we'll beginalthough the witness list lists Mr. Diaz
first, Mr. Diaz does not seem to be here, and so use my preroga-
tive as Chairman, we'll go ladies first, Mrs. DiMartino.

STATEMENT OF RITA DiMARTINO, CHAIR, BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA, ACCOMPANIED BY MARGARI-
TA PRIETO, POLICY FELLOW, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA

Ms. DIMARTINO. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Rita

DiMartino, and I am accompanied today by Margarita Prieto,
policy fellow, National Council of La Raza.

As you know, I am Chairperson of the board of directors of the
National Council of La Rath, and also managing director of the
Caribbean and Central America for AT&T.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Ms. DiMartino, rather than interrupt the panel,
one of our colleagues has called for a vote on adjournal, which they
do, I guess, in- order to find out how many people are here, so I'm
going to take another prerogative and recess now for just ten min-
utes to get over and vote and come right back, and then- we'll -be
able to take the whole panel in its entirety because I doubt that
there will be another vote for a while. All right?

Ms. DIMARTINO. Thank you sir.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you.
The House photograph is being taken right after adjournal, so it

may be about -15 or 20 minutes, but I'd still rather do that and take
the panel in its entirety.

[Recess.]
Mr. MARTINEZ. I want to thank you all for your indulgence and

patience waiting for us to return. Of course, it was a little more
than just an adjournal call, it was a quorum call, and it was for the
purpose of taking a photograph, so it was a little - longer delay than
I thought. I apologize.

Ms. DiMartino?
Ms. DIMARTINO. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Rita

DiMartino, and I am accompanied today by Margarita Prieto,
policy fellow, National Council of La Raza, and she will be sitting
in for me should I have to leave.

As you know, I am chairperson of the board of directors of the
National Council of La Raza, and also managing director of the
Caribbean and Central America for AT&T. I am pleased to be here
on behalf of Raul Yzaguirre, president of the National Council of
La Raza.

The Council, which is one of the largest national Hispanic orga-
nizations, exists to improve life opportunities for Americans of His-
panic descent. It is a private, nonprofit organization which serves
as an umbrella for more than 60 affiliateslocal Hispanic commu-

78 -846 0 - 87 - 3
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nity-based organizations serving 32 states, Puerto Rico, and the
District of Columbiaand has a national network of more than
4,000 organizations and individuals.

The Council has a long-standing commitment to improving the
education, training, and employment opportunities available to
Hispanics.

To understand Hispanic employment status and needs it is im-
portant to recognize the implications of Hispanic demographic
trends. The advance report on the Hispanic population in the
United States, based on the 1987 current population survey, and re-
leased last week by the Census Bureau, to which Congressman
Torres has alluded to this morning, gives us a Sclearer picture of
trends that many of us have been observing and commenting on
for years now. The report has received a good deal of publicity, as
it should. The data in this report have profound implications for
social, political, and economic change in this country.

The report documents the very rapid growth of the Hispanic pop-
ulation since 1980. It also records the very small improvement in
educational attainment, the continuing gap between Hispanic and
non-Hispanic earnings, and the growing number and proportions of
Hispanic families living in poverty.

The Hispanic population has increased by 30 percent since 1980.
That's a growth rate about five times as great as that of the rest of
the U.S. population. The report notes that among Hispanic sub-
groups, the Central and South American population grew fastest,
with a 40 percent increase; followed by other Hispanics, 33 percent;
Mexicans, 22 percent; Puerto Ricans, 11 percent; and Cubans, 7
percent. Hispanics are still, by far, the youngest population group
in the United .States. Our median age is 25.1 years, compared to
32.6 years for -non- Hispanics.

Hispanics showed some slight gains in educational attainment
between 1982 and 1987. The proportion of Hispanics 25 years old
and over who have completed 4 years of high school or more in-
creased from 45 percent in 1982 to 51 percent in 1987. However,
viewed in context this figure doesn't look very good. A bare majori-
ty of Hispanics completing high school is not much to cheer about
when we consider that more than three-fourths of non-Hispanics
are high school graduate&

The report notes that the Hispanic unemployment rate dropped
from 13.4 percent in 1982 to 10.6 percent in 1986. The comparisons
between 1982 and 1986 data are somewhat misleading. The nation
was in a deep recession in 1982, so- the comparisons tend to over-
-state the improvements. In 1980, Hispanic unemployment rate was
46 percent higher than the rate for non-Hispanics. The unemploy-
ment rate for Hispanics remained 58 percent higher than the rate
for non-Hispanics in 1986.

Real median income for Hispanic families, adjusted for inflation,
did not change significantly between 1981 and 1986. Non-Hispanic
families experienced a 10 percent increase in real median income
over the same period. In 1986 Hispanic men and women had the
lowest median weekly earnings of any major population group.
Also in that year the median earnings for Hispanic men were only
61 percent of those of non-Hispanic men.
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In 1986 there were 200,000 more Hispanic families living below
the poverty line- than in 1981. This translates to a total of 1.1 mil-
lion Hispanic families living in poverty. Nearly half of these fami-
lies were headed by single women and over three-fifths were
headed by householders who had not completed high school.

The situation described in the Census report does not come as a
surprise to groups like the Council, which has advocated for 20
years that policymakers -recognize and incorporate the needs of this
rapidly growing population in their policy decisions. Today, and for
the future, the challenges posed by the changes taking place in the
composition of the U.S. population are extraordinary. We must
meet those challenges or fact the prospect of a seriously underedu-
cated, ill-prepared work force in the 21st century.

To begin to address this problem we must look at our Nation's
educational, system. It is time we recognize that education is an es-
sential investment in our nation's most precious resource, its
people. The current level of Federal, State, and local resources de-
voted to improving education for Hispanics is inadequate, and
there is an overwhelming need for systemic public school reform.

Most public schools today are not prepared to effectively serve
Hispanic children. Reform efforts must be preventive, not solely re-
medial. Prograths aimed at improving the educational attainment
levels o_f Hispanic children must begin in the earliest elementary
grades and in preschool. We need improvements in teacher- train-
ing, parent and adult education, parent involvement, and special
programs for at-risk children.

We must also work closely with community-based programs
which can supplement public school offerings. And we cannot con-
tinue to raise hurdles to high school graduation and college.attend-
ance in the guise of reform without providing the essential coach-
ing to Hispanic children to help them successfully jump those hur-
dles.

Employment and training programs must also be more respon-
sive to the needs of this growing pool. of potentially productive
workers, or the nation will find itself with too few skilled workers
to fill jobs requiring more advanced skills and educational back-
grounds.

Under the Job Training Partnership Act, baiic education and
long-term training have been overlooked in favor of low-cost pro-
grams with strict performance standards. Partly as a consequence
of this, dropouts and youth have been underserved.

Though many .praise JTPA for its success in achieving job-place-
ment goals at minimal costs, we need to take a closer look at who
is really being served by these programs, and at whose expense.
JTPA is our primary source of employment services for disadvan-
taged people, and it critically needs adequate funding and incen-
tives to encourage innovation and risktaking by program adminis-
trators. Without these, people who are most in need of services, in-
cluding Hispanics, will remain neglected and underserved.

Over the past nine months or so, Congress has been involved in a
bitter, debate over the issue of dislocated worker legislation. The
Council has a special interest in the progress of this legislation be-
cause of the very high rate of dislocation among Hispanic workers.
In fact, Hispanicsand Hispanic women in particular=have the
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highest rate of worker dislocation of any major U.S. population
group, and are the least likely to be reemployed. Many leave the
labor force in discouragement.

If Hispanics are to become successful participants in the labor
force, legislators must recognize the magnitude of the problem and
respond to these workers' needs. Effective dislocated worker pro-
grams are a human resource investment, which will lead to de-
creased long-term costs for unemployment and public assistance,
and increased tax revenues.

We have noted that Hispanic earnings fall well below- those of
non-Hispanics. This is primarily because Hispanics are concentrat-
ed in jobs that are low-skilled, low-paid, and vulnerable to frequent
spells of unemployment. But the gap can also be attributed partly
to sex and ethnic-based discrimination.

These discrepancies must be eliminated by policies such as equal
employment and pay equity. Institutions which exist to address
these issues -in recent years have failed to a large extent. We need
to take a good hard look at our equal employment and affirmative
action policies and reaffirm the mandate given to those charged
with implementation and enforcement of these policies.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it is in the national economic and
political interest to see that the education and labor force status of
Hispanics in this country improves. In 1952 there were 17 workers
for each Social Security retiree receiving benefits. In 1992, there
will be only three workers, and one of these will be a member of a
minority group. In the future, Hispanics will also constitute a
larger proportion of U.S. voters. Businesses in this country will
rely on a larger Hispanic consumer population for continued mar-
keting success.

The new Census report confirms what we've been saying all
along: Hispanics will constitute a. larger proportion of the future
U.S. population and labor force, and we must improve their oppor-
tunities for full access to the economic mainstream. A well educat-
ed and trained work force and literate citizenry are essential for
American stability and competitiveness in the 21st century.

Mr. Chairman, as always, the National Council of La Raza
stands ready to work with the chairman of the subcommittee on

-these issues. We will gladly answer any questions you may have re-
garding our testimony.

Thank you once again for this opportunity to appear before you
today. -

Thank you, Mr. Martinez.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Ms. DiMartino, I understand that you do have to

leaveyou had to leave at 11:00. It's a couple of minutes past, so
we're going to allow you to leave. I understand there's a person
that's with- you that might answer any questions that we have.
Aside from that we will leave the record open so that anybody
wanting to ask you questions by mail may. We would hope that
you will respond to those and the answer will be inserted in the
record.

Let me just make one quick comment. One of the things that you
said in the last parts of your statement was the need for us to took
at the policies. I think we need to look at the policies of this Ad-
ministration. One of the things you touched on was equal employ-
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ment and affirmative action. This Administration, for the last 6
yearS, has been doing away with it. If it was politically palatable
for them to do it, they would have done away with Executive Order
11246, which is the basis for the affirmative action program that's
in place now.

More than th4t, the Justly:: Department refuses to submit to the
requirements of providing for Congress the affirmative action plans
that they have in place. This leads to the conclusion that although
we've heard in many, many speeches of this administration, the
glorious talks before Hispanic groups all over the country about
what they're doing for Hispanics, and the basic essential for the
improvement of a Hispanic's lot in life is through affirmative
action, they are firmly opposed to that.

I know La Raza is very knowledgeable of this. Almost every
member of La Raza that I've ever spoken to is fully aware of this.
They have been before us and testified at our committee meetings
trying to bring to public light the necessity to make this Adminis-
tration see beyond their tunnel vision and beyond their blinders
that this country, if it's going to be a country that's whole, a coun-
try that benefits all Americans, that it eliminate that kind oi,
thought process from the Administration. We've failed so far to do
that. Hopefully in the future we will be able to.

Thank you for appearing before us.
Ms. DIMARTINO. Mr. Chairman, as you know I am a staunch Re-

publican, but that does not ne;essarily mean that I agree with all
the Administration issues and what they espouse.

Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. I understand that. This is why I tell you, too, be-

cause maybe you might have some influence with this Administra-
tion which we, apparently, have not had.

Thank you.
Ms. DIMARTINO. Well, as of Monday I will be the newly-elected

vice chairperson of the Republican party for New York State, so
hopefully we're making some--

Mr. MARTINEZ. Congratulations.
Ms. DIMARTINO [continuing]. Change in the party. Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, again.
[The prepared statement of Rita DiMartino follows:]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nr, Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name 1s Rita Dii'ertino. I

am Chairperson of the Board of Directors of the National Council of La Reza and

I am pleased to be here on behalf of Raul Yzeguirre, President of the National

Council of La Raze. The Council, which Is one of the largest national Hispanic

organizations, exists to improve life opportunities for Americans of Hispanic

descent. It Is a private, nonprofit organization which serves as an umbrella

for more than 60 "affiliates" -- local Hispanic community-based organizations

serving 32 states, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia -- and has a nation-

al network of more than 4,000 organizations and individuals. The Council has a

long-standing commitment to improving the education, training and employment

opportunities available to Hispanics.

CHARACTERISTICS Of THE HISPANIC POPULATION

To understand Hispanic employment status and needs, It Is important to

recognize the Implications of Hispanic demographic-trends. The advance report

on The Hispanic Population In the United States," based on the 1907 Current

Population Survey and released last week by the Census Bureau, gives us a

clearer picture of trends that many of us have been observing and commenting on

fcr years now. The report has received a good deal of publicity -- as it

should. The data In this report-have profound implications for social, Poli-

tical, and economic change In this country.

The report documents the very rapid growth of the Hispanic population

since 1900. It also records the very small Improvement In educational attain-

ment, the continuing gap between Hispanic and non-Hispanic earnings, and the

growing number and proportion of Hispanic families living in poverty,
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The Hispanic population has increased by 30% since 1980. That's a

growth rate about five times as great as that of the rest of the U.S. popula-

tion. The report notes that among Hispanic subgroups, the:Central and South

American population grew fastest, with a 40% increase; followed by Other His-

panics, 33%; Mexicans, 22%; Puerto Ricans, 11%; and Cubans, 7%. Hispanics are

still by far thy youngest population group in the U.S. Our median age is 25.1

years, compared to 32.6 years for non - Hispanics.

Hispanics showed some slight gains in educational attainment between

1982 and 1987. The proportion of Hispanics 25 years old and over who have

completed four years of high school or more increased from 45% in 1982 to 51%

in 1987. 'However, viewed in context this figure doesn't took very good. A

bare-majority of11spanics completing high school Is not much to cheer a &wt,

when we consider that more-than three-fourths of non-Hispanics are_high school

graduates.

The report notes that the Hispanic unemployment rate dropped from 13.4%

In 1982 to 10.6% In 1986. The comparisons between 1982 and 1986 data are same-

what misleading. The nation was in a deep recession in 1982, so the compar-

isons tend to overstate the improvements. In 1980, Hispanic unemployment rate

was 16$ higher than the rate for non - Hispanics. The unemployment rate for

Hispanics remained 58% higher than the rate for non-Hispanics in 1986.

Real median Income for Hispanic families, adjusted for inflation, did

not change-significantly between 1981 and 1986. Non-Hispanic families exper-

ienced a 10% increase in real median income over the same period. In 1986,

Hispanic men and women had the lowest median weekly earnings of any major

population group. Also In that year, the median earnings for Hispanic men were

only 61% of those of non - Hispanic men. In 1986, there were 200,000 more

Hispanic families living below the poverty line than In 1981 -- this translates
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to a total of 1.1 million Hispanic families living In poverty. Nearly half of

these families were headed by single women and over three-fifths were headed by

householders who had not completed high schooi.

The situation described-in the Census report does not come as a surprise

to groups like the Council, which has advocated for 20 years that policy makers

recognize and incorporate the needs of this rapidly growing population in their

policy decisions. Today and for the future, the challenges posed by the changes

taking-place in the composition of the U.S. population are extraordinary. We

must meet these chailengec or face the prospect of a seriously under-educated,

ill-prepared work force in the 21st century.

III. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

To begin to-address this problem, we must lock at our nation's,educa-

tional system. It Is time we recognize that education is an.etsential InVest-

ment in our nation's most precious resource, its people. The current level of

federal, state-and loCal resources devoted to improving education for Hispanics

is inadequate, and there is an overwhelming need for systemic public school

reform. Most public schools today are not prepared to effectively serve His-

panic children. Reform efforts must be preventive, not solely remedial. Pro-

grams aimed at improving the educational attainment levels of Hispanic children.

must begin in the earliest elementary grades and In pre-school. We need

improvements in teacher training, parent and adult education, parent involve-

ment, and special programs for at-risk children. We must also work closely

with community-baied program; which can supplement public school offerings.

And we cannot continue to raise hurdles to high school graduation and college

attendanie in the guise of "reform" without providing the essential coaching to

Hispanic children to help them successfully Jump those hurdles.
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Employment and trainiug programs must also be more responsive to the

needs of this growing pool of potentially productive workers, or the nation

will find itself with too few skilled workers to fill jobs requiring more

advanced skills and educational backgrounds. Under the Job Training-Partner-

ship Act, basic education and long-term training have been overlooked in favor

of low-cost programs with strict performance standards. Partly as a conse-

quence of this, dropouts and youth have been underserved. Though many praise

JTPA for its success in achieving Job placement goals at minimal costs, we need

to take r closer look at who is really being served by theie programs, and at

whose expense. JTPA is our primary source of employment services for disad-

vantaged people, and It-critically needs adequate funding and incentives to

encourage innovation and risktaking by program administrators. Without these,

people who are most in need of services, including Hispanics, will remain

neglected and underserv.d_

Over the past nine months or so,-Congress has been involved In a bitter

debate over the issue-of dislocated worker legislation. The Council has a

special Interest in the progress of this legislation because of the very high

rate of dislocation among Hispanic workers. In fact, Hispanics -- and Hispanic

women in particular -- have the highest rate of worker dislocation of any major

U.S. population group and are the least likely to be reemployed. -Many leave

the labor force In discouragement. If Hispanics are to become successful

participants in the labor force, legislators must recognize the magnitude of

the problem and respond to these workers' needs. Effective dislocated worker

programs are a human resource investment, which will lead to decreased long-

term costs for unemployment and public assistance and increased tax revenues.

We have noted that Hispanic earnings fat! well below those of non-

Hispanics. This Is primarily because Hispanics are concentrated in Jobs that
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are low - skilled, low-paid and vulnerable to frequent spells of unemployment.

But the gap can also be attributed partly to sex and ethnic-based discrimi-

nation. These discrepancies must be eliminated by policies such as equal

employment and pay equity. Institutions which exist to address these issues In

recent years have failed to a large extent. We need to take a good, hard look

at our equal employment and affirmative action policies and reaffirm the

mandate given to those charged with Implementation and enforcement of these

policies:

IV. CONCLUSION

li- Is In the national economic and political interest to see that the

educational and labor rorce status of Hispanics in this country improves. in

1952 there were 17 workers for each Social Security retiree receiving benefits.

in 1992, there will be only three workers, and one of these will be a member of

a minority group. In the future, Hispanics will also constitute a-larger

proportion of U.S. voters. Businesses In this country will rely on a larger

Hispanic consumer population for continued marketing success. The new Census

report confirms what we've been saying all along: Hispanics will constitute a

large proportion of the future U.S. population and labor force, and we must

improve their opportunities for full access to the economic mainstream. A well

educated and trained work force and literate citizenry are essential for

American stability and competitiveness In the twenty-first century.

As always, the National Council of La Raze stands ready to work with the

Chairman of the Subcommittee on these issues. We will gladly answer any ques-

tions you may have regarding our testimony. Thank you once again for this

opportunity to appear before you today.
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Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Ramirez?

STATEMENT OF JUAN RAMIREZ, ON BEHALF OF NA1410NAL
IMAGE, INC.

Mr. RAMIREZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee

on Employment Opportunities, thank you for inviting National
Image to testify before the subcommittee.

I am-chairman of the Office of Congressional Liaison of National
Image. I am here before you today on behalf of National Image, a
nonprofit organization interest in the employment and the ad-
vancement of Hispanic Americans in the public and the private
sector.

Our programs and activities include professional training, ana-
lyzing issues of interest to the Hispanic community, conducting
annual national conventions, job placement, scholarships, providing.
training and GED certification programs for high school dropouts.

This history of the Hispanic Employment Program goes back to
1970 when President Nixon announced- the -sixteen point program
established to improve the employability of Hispanics in the Feder-
al service. He gave the then Civil Service Commission responsibil-
ity for developing and implementing the program.

The program has undergone several changesname changes. It
became, in 1978, the Hispanic Employment Program. The then
Civil Service Commission issued guidance to the agencies through
their Federal perSonnel manual letters, bulletins, etcetera.

Thellispanic Program has also undergone changes since 1980. In
1981 the successor to the Civil Service Commission, the Office of
Personnel Management, abolished the positions of regional Hispan-
ic Employment Program managers. In 1982 the position of Director
of the Office of Hispanic Employment Program was changed to
"Division Chief' under the Office of Affirmative Employment Pro-
grams, which was the umbrella organization of veterans, handi-
capped, and women.

In 1983 the division was abolished.
In the fourth reorganization, 1987, the Office of Affirmative Em-

ployment Programs was abolished. In its place the Office of Re-
cruiting and Special Personnel Programs was established, with
three divisionsrecruiting and intake, veterans selective place-
ment, minority and women's programand they created a position
of Special Assistant for Hispanic programs.

National Image's concern is that while there has been a consist-
ent increase in Hispanics in the Federal service, they still remain
the only minority group that is under - represented in the Federal
Service.

We have reviewed and made statistical comparisons to determine
how and where this is, and in one of our Studies we find that the
percentage comparison between Hispanic employment in the 10
standard regions and the District of Columbia shows that while
Dallas, New York, and Denver employ Hispanics at a rate above
the regional civilian labor force level, the remaining seven stand-
ard regions and the District of Columbia are under-represented.
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This under-representation varies from .2 percent in the Philadel-
phia region to 7.5 percent in San Francisco.

Incidentally, with 294,200 Federal employees, the San Francisco
region is the second largest of the 10 standard regions in the
United States. The San Francisco region includes, by the way, Cali-
fornia, Arizona, and Nevada, which has about five million Hispanic
inhabitants. The San Francisco Federal Employment Region is 8.6,
while the Civilian labor force for Hispanics is 16.1, so you see a sub-
stantial difference there.

Also, in the seventh and eighth annual reports to Congress on
the implementation of the Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment
Program designed to recruit under-represented minorities, the U.S.
Office of Personnel Management indicates in its fewer employment
participation rates that Hispanics have moved from 4.8 percent in
1984- to 5.1 in 1986, an increase of 0.3 percent; while the civilian
labor force for those same 3 years moved from 6.3 to 7.7 percent, or
an increase of 1.4 percent. This is a disturbing gap that we're con-
cerned with,because,,obviously, the Federal population -is not keep-
ing up with the civilian labor force.

To give us also an idea of how representative Hispanics are in
the Federal service we look at the Hispanics in the senior executive
service, which is executive for the Federal Government, and we
note that in 1986, of 6,029 career service senior executive service
individuals, 52less than 1 percentwere Hispanic.

One might consider how are they doing politically. We note that
out of 2,193, 43or 0.1 percentare Hispanic, so we're not doing
very well in the political appointment area, either.

Our conclusion, as a result of reviewing this data, Mr. Chairman,
is that it is perhaps appropriate that the chairman of this subcom-
mittee call on the General Accounting Office to conduct an in-
depth analysis of- the-U.S. Office of Personnel Management's imple-
mentation of the Federal Equal Opportunity Program established
by public law. The GAO should also attempt to determine how the
Federal Government is going to deal with an increasing population
and work force in the United States by the year 2000.

We also suggest that the heads of the Office of Personnel Man-
agement and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission be
called before this subcommittee to explain what they're doing to
eliminate the under-representation of Hispanic men and women in
the Federal work force and how they expect to accomplish this
fact.

Once again, Mr. Chairman, National Image appreciates the op-
portunity to appear before this subcommittee to present evidence
on the status of Hispanic employment in the Federal work force.
Our national president, Manual -Oliveres, looks forward to a contin-
uous relationship in our efforts to improve the employment oppor-
tunities of Hispanics in the Federal service.

Thank you very much.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Ramirez.
At this point I'm going to take the rest of the panel and then

we'll come back and ask questions.
Ms. Jimenez?
[The prepared statement of Juan Ramirez follows:]
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NATIONAL IMAGE, INC., PRESENTATION BEFORE Tr:E
HONORAME MARTIN FARTInz OF CALIFORNIA. VAIEVAN
OF TE-:: ErFLOYYLIIT OPECRIVNITIM,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRMENTATIM

Good Morning, ?r. Chairman and Distinguished Menhers of the Sub-
Cormittee on EMployment Opportunities! Thank you for inviting National
Image, Inc. to testify before the Sub-committee on Employment Opportunities.

I am Juan Ramirez, Chairman of the Office of Congressional Liaison
of National Image, Inc., an organization concerned with the recruitment,
hiring, training and promotion of Hispanic Americans in the Federal.service.

Prior to my retirement on July 1, 1937, with 35 years of accredited
Federal service, I was employed by the U.S. Office of Personnel Management
where I headed the Federal Government's National Hispanic Etployment Program
since 1979. 3efore then, I was employed as a personnel investigator, personnel
specialist, appeals examiner, and equal opportunity officer. I am a certified
hearing officer and have represented federal employees in hearings involving
complaints of discriminatiOn because of race, color, sex and ethnic origin.
Since 1969, I have investigated, adjudicated and held hearings on equal
employment opportunity complaints.

I am a graduate of Georgetown University where I earned a Bachelor
of Science degree and earned a Juris Doctorate from George Washington
University. I have been active in community affairs all my life with a
special interest in Hispanic affairs. I have been a =ether cf National Image,
Inc., the American G.I. Forum, the League of United American Citizens, the
Association of Eeximan Americans, Inc. and.other orginizatiourfor many years,
Presently, I am lice- President of the Association of Hispanic Federal Executives,

I accepted my present position with National Image, Inc. because of if
deep and sincere interest in the betterment of Hispanic Americans in the United
States.

NATIONAL TEASE, INC,

I appear before you today on behalf of National Image, Inc,, a nor.-
profit tax-exempt organization as defined by IRS Code 501(0(3). It waz
_founded in 1972 to address the concerns of Hispanic Americans in the
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Federal Government and employment in the private sector. The mission of
National Image, Inc. is to develcip,and increase employment opportunities,
advancecent and education for all Hispanic Americans, aid to assist and
encourage employers in recruitment and training.

Image is governed 3r-the-National Executive Board whose chief
executive officer, the National President, carries out decisions of

the National Board. The Executive Board consists of four elected office
and ten Regienal Directors: Image has chapters-in-rare-than:100 cities in
40 states, the'District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. Image reaches more

than ten thousand Hispanic professionals.

Cur progrars and activities include:

1. Professional training in all aspects of equal employment opportunity,
human resources ranagerent, affirmative action inplementation, career planning
aid development and workforce effectiveness. Training is designed to meet the
needs of business and industry, government and organizations.

2. 'Educating professionals and the public through analysing issues,
of'interest to the Hispanic community: Alert System rakes analysis available

to-the general public, state and local governments, businesses and-communities.

3, Annual National Convention for members and non-members...include
panel discussions and seminars. Exhibits feature the latest in products and

services.

_
. Jobs and Job Placement: Aviso is,an applicant/employer-network

Which assists individuals seehing employment and employers seeking applicants

-fOr positions in their organisations,

5, Seholarships...Pro;ect Carbio...for Hispanic women pursuing a

career change, or women re-entering the workforce,

6, Training and GED certification proE,-.rans for high school dropouts,

HISTORY OF THE HISPANIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Briefly, the history of the Hispanic Employment Program is as

fellows:

President Nixon announced the Sixteen-Point Progran on November 5, 1970.
In this announcement, he committed the Federal Government to undertake sixteen
initiatives to improve the employability of Hispanics by the Federal GoVernment.
He gave the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (then called the-Civil Service
Commission) responsibility for developing and implementing the program. From

1970 until 1972, the Sixteen-Point Program was mostly a paper program. It was

not 1972, when the Civil Service Commission issued a Federal Personnel

2
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Manual Bulletin (713-27). providing guidance on evaluation of the Federal
Government's equal employment opportunity program, that the Sixteen-Point

Program was acknowledged. That Bulletin provided directions for implementation
of the Sixteen -Point Program;-however, it was not until January 23, 1973, that
the Civil Service Commission issued FPM Letter 713-18, "Implementing the
Spexish-Speaking Program," which formally changed the name of the program
and provided substantive guidance on its implementation.

The name change from Sixteen-Point Program to Spanish-Speaking Program
although implied in PPM Letter 713-18, did not officially occur until April 5,
1974,when the Civil Service Commission issued its FPM Letter 713-23. In
this issuance, the Civil Service Comm-ssion noted that little progress had
been Made and-stressed the need for the appointment of full-tine or parttime
Coordinators and asked that more interest be given to the selection and

training of Coordinators.

In July 31, 1974, the Civil Service Commission-published its,
"Spanish Speaking PrograM - A Guidebook for 'Coordinators" which provided

agencies guidance on program implementation.

In February 28, 1978, the Civil Service Commission issued its FPH
Letter-713-41, giving-a new title to the program: Hispanic EMployment Program.

In 1978, under Reorganization Plan Number One, the responsibility for
oversight and impleientation of the Federal EEO program was transferred from
the Office Of Personnel Management (formerly U.S. Civil Service Commission)
to the-U.S*. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. AS part of-the process,

issuances regulating EEO under the Federal Personnel Manual system were
adopted by the -Equal Eaployment_Opportunity Commission (F.E0C) or were revoked.
FP% Letters-713-18, 713-23 and 713-41, regarding the Hispanic Employment
Program, were retained and continue in effect under U.S. Office of Personnel

Management.

In a 1961 reorganization, the U.S. Office of- Personnel Management
abolished the positions of Regional Hispanic Eaployment Program. Managers.
In 19a2, the position of Director of-the Office of Hispanic EMployment Program
was downgraded to that of Division Chief and the division's budgetary and
personnel functions were centralized under the Office of Affirmative Employment

Programs-. The Office of Affirmative EMployment Programs was an umbrella
organization for the His-panic Employment Program, the Federal Women's Progrn=.
the Veteran's Employment Program and the Selective Placement (Handicapped)

Programs.

In February 1983, the Division of Hispanic Employment Program was
abolished -and its staff was placed in a central pool. The incumbent Chief

was offered, and accepted, the position of Special Assistant for the Hispanic

EMployment Programs. In the fourth reorganization in February. 1997, the

Office cf Affirmative Employment Programs was abolished. In it's place, the

Office of Recruiting and Special Personnel Programs was created, with three

divisions: the Recruiting and Intake Programs Division, with a-staff of 14;
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the Veteran's Selective Placement Division, with a staff of six; and the
lionten and Minority Program Division, with a staff of six. The position of
Special Assistant for Hispanic Programs, without staff, was also created.

As of September 10, 1997, -the Special Assistant for Hispanic Programs
and the Chief of the Veterans and Selective Placement Division had retired,aa the ief of the If omen an! Minority Programs Division had taken a down-
grade and transferred to the U.S. Office oePerscnnel Management's DenverRegional Office.

Although the Table on page 5 shows a consistent increase in -the
enployment of iiisnics from 1970 to 1$ E6, Hispanics lagged behind. when com-
pared to the grawin; Hispanic population and increasing Hispanic Civilian LaborForce in the United States. Incidentally, to support our concern about the
His manic Americans, the U.S. Census Bureau recently reported that the Hispanic
populat!On in 'thc United States had grown sharply to 113.? million, about 30 per-cent higher than estimated in 19 .0

THFLUACHINGION POST, September 11, 1991, page A-9 article follows:

.U.S. Hispanic
Population
Up Sharply

By Spencer Rich
%tare. Ps154.1! Wntet

The nation's Hispanic population
totaled 168 million in 1987. includ-
ing an estimated 2.5 million to 3.5
million illegal aliens regularly resid-
ing in the United States, the Census
Bureau reported yesterday.

The population figure is 30 per-
cent higher than the bureau esti-
mated for 1980, partly because sur-
vey figures were adjusted to ac-
count for Megal.ahens living here.
The nonHispank population grew
6 percent in the same period.

The study found that Hispanics,
7.9 percent of the US. population,
are younger, poorer, less well-ed'
ucated and growing more rapidly
than other groups.

Those of Cuban origin. in some
cases middle -dais and professional
families who fled the Castro gov-
enunent years ago, tend to be the
best eduated, oldest and most
prosperous among residents of His-
panic origin. Those at Mexican and
Puerto Rican origin are the young -
bat and least prosperous. according
to the figures. "

HISPANICS IN THE UNITED STATES

TOTAL 18.790.000

CUBAN, 1017,000

OTHER HISPANIC 1 588 000

CENTRAL/SOUTH
AMERICAN 2,139 000

PUERTO RICAN 2;784410

MEXICAN_ 11.762 000

SOURCE. U S Ctftsus EVOu

"The population growth is com
ing from two factors.* said Louis
Desapio of the National Association
of Latino Elected Officials, `immi-
gration and the fact that Hispanic
family sizes are larger and that
more Hispanic" families are in the
younger. heavy-child-bearing age
group'

The census report said the median
age of Hispanic residents was 25.1
years in Mara, when the bask sur
vey from which the data was ob-
tained was taken. For non - Hispanics,
the median age was J2.6.
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The median income of Hispanic
families was lower than that of oth-
er Americans $19,995 in 1986,
compared with $30,231 for non-
Hispanic families.

The study found 24.7 percent of
Hispanic families below the govern-
ment's official poverty line, com-
pared with a atop -Hispanic rate of
9.9 percent.

The 1987 figures show that
about 51 percent at Hispanic adults
have completed high school, lower
than the 77.3 percent figure for 1

. non-Hispanic adults.
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STWII;TICAL FMoLOYMFNT-PATTFRN OF-9ISPARICS IN THE FPDERAL WRKFORCE

Year
Total Federal
FmnlOvePn

Total Hispanic
Fmnloveen Percent Hinltnic Women

Percent of
Total Workforce

1986*** ],q10,102 94,414 5.1 36,291 1.9

1985 2,087,722 102,421 4.9 17,022 1.8

1984 2,023,333 95,580 4.7 13,623 1.7

1983 1,847,486 92,342 4.6 29,094 1.6

1982 7,008,605 89,967 4.5 30,153 1.5

1981'* 1,848,063 82,205 4.4 25,775 1.4

1980 2,428,084 100,199 4.1 26,677 1.1

1979 ?,419,047 95.091 3.9 23,956 1.0

1978 2,418,151 84,960 3.5 20,556 .9

1977 2,414,888 83,394 3.5 19,265 .8

1976 2,418,540 8t,558 3.4 18,163

1975 2,419,520 79,917 3.3

1974 2,431,314 79,546 3.3

1973 2,524,968 78,243 3.1

1972 2,542,067 77,577 3.1

1971 2,573,770 75,717 2.9

1970 2,571,504 74,449 2.9

* *

***

Inclules 7,1300 emnloyeen in Puerto Rico not included before.
Without Puerto Rico: 3.77,

Sources OPM's Central Personnel Data File (CPDF). This report excludes emnloyment

in Guam, Unwaii, the H.S. Pontal Service, and agencies not particinnting in

CPDF These nre among others: Library of Congress, Federal Reserve,
Tennensee Valley Authority, The-White House, CIA, NSA, and wont of the

Judicinl Brnnch.

OPM's Eighth Annunl Report to'Congress on Imnlementation of the Federal Equ91

Opnortunity Recruitment Program, January 31, 1987.
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To support our contention that Hispanics are underrepresented
in the Federal workforce, we turn_first to a percentage comparison of
Hispanic Federal employment in the 10 standard regions and the District
of Columbia versus the Hispanic Civilian Labor Force in each region,

A comparison shows that the regions in Dallas, New York and Denver
employ Hispanics at a rate above the regional Civilian Labor Force level,

The underrepresentation in the retraining seven regions and the

District of Columbia varies from 0,2 percent in the Philadelphia Region
to a whopping 7.5 percent in the San-Francisco Region, Incidentally, with

294,200 Federal employees, the San Francisco Region is the second largest

of the 10 standard regions in the United States,

The Hispanic population of the three states involved are:

California 4,544,000
Arizona 441,000

Nevada 54,000

5,039,000

As the Table on page 7 shows, San Francisco has an Hispanic Federal
workforce of 8.6 percent out of a total Hispanic Civilian Labor Force of
16,1 percent, Incidentally, due to reorganization, the San Francisco OFF.
region has been increased to cover the states California, Alaska, Arizona,
'r:avaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, 'Washington and the Pacific Ocean area,

52
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REGIONAL FEDERAL WORKFORJE (FW) COMPARISONS
December 1, 1986

TOTAL FERAL E.,-.7LOYIZNT
BY OP% REGIONS & DENTRAL
OFFICE (RANK ORDER)

PERCENTAGE CO:TAX/SONS BY REGION
FOR HISPANICS

..SPANK

1. ATWSTA
309.113

2 1
CLZ vs. 711

3.0 1.6

2. SAN FRANCISCO
294,2C0

16.1 8.6

3. D.C.

291.960
3.3 1.4

4. PHILADELPHIA

233.233
1.1 0.9

5. DALLAS
228,406

12.3 17.5

6. CiICAGO
204,449

2.1 1,4

7. NV YORK
128.430

7.1 10.0

8. DENVER
103.265

5.5 6.4

9. SEATTLE
92,602

2.5 2.0

10. 'ST. LOUIS.
86.133

1.7 1.4

11. BOSTON
73,440

1.8 1.5

Data Sources: 1) CPDF as of 3/86
2) 1980 Census Data Comgled by EEOC

7
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STANDARD RMICHS
RANK ACCORDING TO HISPANIC

PZPRMENTATION IN
CIVILIAN LABOR FORE 1980

Illiadaigke 0 ..: r. EY:ATION

DA + 5.2 Phil. - 0.2

NY + 2.9 SL - 0.3

DN + 0.9 3N - 0.3

SE - 0.5

CH - 0.?

Atl. - 1,4

DC - 1.i

SF - 7.5

We now turn to our second contention. In the Seventh and Eighth

Annual Report to Congress on the Implementation of the Federal Equal Opportunity
Recruitnent Program (Public Law 95-454, Section 310 of the Civil Service Reform
Act of 1978), (ATTACihEWTS I and TO the U.S. Office of Personnel Manaccnent
gives a statistical overview of the employment picture for minorities and

women.

Under Table 1, FECRP Eaploynent Participation Rates, we note that
instead of gaining, Hispanics in ttFederal ' appear to be losi-;

ground when compared to the Civilia .0:J5

a-i 19e6. Specifically, the Hisper :rem. 4.8

percent in 1984 to 5.1 percent in 1r . While-the Civilian labor force
jumped from 6.3 percent in 19E4 to 7.7 percent in 19e6. In other words,
the is a disturbing growing gap between the Civilian labor force and the
FeLeal workforce.

To_what can we attrfouts this decline? Many things. 'A have seen

hot: the Federal Hispanic Enployment Program has been disassem".ed piece by

piece,

Ne have seen how creative computing has reduced the Civilian Federal
workforce by submitting to Congress civilian personnel data which includns
only EXecutive Branch agencies covered under the Federal Equal Opportunity
itecruitment Program. This leaves out the U.3. Postal Service and agencies
such as the U.S. Congress, Architect of the Capitol, Botanic Garden,

8
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Library of Congress, most of the Judicial 3ranch, tne Uhite House Office,
Federal B. Ve Syiten, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Central
Intelligence AGency, the National Security Agency-an! the FBI.

And, we have seen the flurry of "Hispanic" activity on the eve of
each election: yet. when the smoke clears, what we have are -- to use an old
cliche -- 'hroken prchAzes." As can be seen ir. the Table below, the number
of Hispanics in the Career Senior Executive Service and in political
appointments is, indeed,,suall.

HISPANICS IN THE SEMOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE
(CARTER VS. NON-CAREER)' _

CAREZ
OTHER APPOINTS ENTS

GRAND TOTAL.

TOTAL FEMALE
HISFAXIC

FE :ALE.

NO. 51.___ ---

6 .1

16
22 .3

TOTAL
NO %

52 .9
43

95 1.2

NO. ro.

407
275
682

%

6.8

8.3

6029
2193

8222

The percentages of minority group members:are computed as a
proportion of executives-cn-which a racial or ethnic identification
is available.

Sourcei Office of Personnel Management, MD. Report no. 40,
dated June 30, 1986.

In-conclusion, our brief review of the available Federal workforce
employment data appears to confirm our concern tilt the Federal Government
has not provided the necessary support programs and activities designed to
eliminate under representation of Hispanics in tie Federal workforce.

We "believe that it is appropriate-that.the Chairman of the Sub-
comnittee on Employment Opportunities call on the Congress' investigative
arm, the General Accounting Office,, to conduct an indepth analysis of the
U.S.-Office of Personnel Management's implementation of the Federal Equal
Opportunity Recruitment Program, established by Section 310 of Public Lair
95:454, of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978.

Subsequently, after the Sub-committee has had the opportunity -to
review the General Accounting Office's Report, we suggest that the
Commissioner of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, who is
responsible for providing the leadership, coordination and enforcement of

0
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the FeleralAual EMployment Opportunity Program, and the Director of the
U.S. Office of Personnel Management, who is responsible for :he implementation

of the Federal FAlual-Opportunity Recruitmenl Program, be rolled before this
Sub - committee to explain their apparent failure to eliminate the continuing
underrepresentation of Hispanic men end women in the Federal workforce.
Congress should then determine whether or not-legislation is necessary to
provide "teeth" to Federal En.

Once again, National Image, Inc. appreciates the opportunitY to
appear before this Sub-committee to present evidence on the status of Hispanic
employment in the Federal workforce. He look forward to a continuous
relationship in our efforts to improve the enplcynent opportunities in the
Federal service.

Thank yOu.

10
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ORMAN 31, MO

U.S. Office of Personnel Management
Career Dtry Group
Cake of Recruiting and Special

Personnel Programs
Washington, D.C. 20415
Itlel:hona (202) 632-7082
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Table 1: F6 fa lopent Particioatior. Wes

Federal Civi 1 :se Federal/~ Federal Civilian Fenra:/Bork Fore* Labor Forte Civilian Mork Forte Labor Fate CivilianSet. 19I: a/ Slot. 1916 6/ litho 1W Set. 1913 a/ Slot. 1915 IF Ratio 1925

Total Labe Force a/ 1,910.10e 119,253,214 - 1,912,169 116,120,519 -
Brant b/ 100.0 100.0 - 100.0 100.0 -
Weer VOW 41.0 44.1 0.92 40.6 44.3 0.92

iaite 21.7 35.1 0.79 27.1 35.0 0.7911344 9.7 5.2 1.17 9.5 5.2 1.13lbsoani 1.9 3.0. 0.63 1.1 2.9 0.62Asanfflacific !slayer 1.0 1.0 1.00 1.0 0.9 1.11intim Boricar. 0.1 0.3 2.57 0.1 0.3 2.67
Ow. tiotatl 99.0 5 .4 1.06 39.4 M.7 1.07

Mite 46.1 44.0 1.05 46.5 44.5 1.04lio:4 7.1 5.1 .1.35 7.2 5.2 1.31lbsorit 3.2 4.7 0.58 3.2 "..5 0.71Rsinaacifi: isiarder 14 1.1 : 1.64 1.6 1.1 144*tine ;barle. 0.6 "N4 2.00 0.1 0.4 2.00
Total nincrity
Total no-Minority

26.3 20.1 1.26 26.0 20.5 1.27
73.7 79.2 0.93 74.0 79.5 0.93

a/ Fosera: kirk Forte Data - Setteeter 1905 1916: Data mere obtained fro, the 1LS. Office of llersceretbrapeett's Cenral Persarre Data File. Data include only Execetie Dare agercies care lonerMB% The U.S. Postal Service and otner awe:es rot having positions in the &oral Schedule orprevailing rate ow system ere

I/ tin:iv. 14%. Force - Setter 1115 and 1916: Data were derive fro, renal images sublime in theBureau of Mar Statistics Publication Esolopent ard Earnings and ere adjusted to incline data on
Porto Rico socked R the Deets of tabor Statistics, Cononnalta of Puerto Rico.

Percrts soy rot add v to small coils and Weaved.* mem.
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Table Is FEORP Sepia ttttt Partscepateoe Mates

Federal
Sept. 1984 a/

Civilian
Sept. 1984 11/

Federal

Sept. 1985 a/

Civilise
Sept. 1915.1/

Total Libor Force a/ 1,860,368 100.0 114,803,000 1,912,869 100.0 116,828,571

Porun t 10 100.0 awe,'

llotall 741,129 39.8 43.8 776,844 40.6 44.3

Mille 510,188 27.4 34.9 527,752 27.6 35.0

Slack 161,211 9.0 5.1 111,210 9.5 5.2

Nispaeic 31,091 1.7 2.5 34,046 1.8 2.9

Asian /Pacific Islander 16,892 0.9 0.9 18,887 1.1 0.9

Native Aserscae 14,747 0.8 0.3 14,879 0.1 0.3

Rea 1/els17 1,119,239 60.2 , 56.2 1,136,025 59.4 55.7

Shute 882,382 47.4 45.7 188,637 46.5 44.5

Slack 132,715 7.1 5.2 137.770 i 7.2 5.2

Hispanic 57,443 3.1 3.1 60,559 3.2 4.5

Asese/Pacific Islaeder 31,557 1.7 1.1 33,904 1.8 1.1

Native Aserecan 15,142 0.8 0.4 15,155 S.@ 1.4

Total Neetrity 467,790 25.1 19.4 496,480 26.0 20.5

Total Mon - Minority 1,392,570 74.9 80.6 1,416,389 74.0 71.5

a/ Federal Workforce Data - Septeeber 1904 and 1985e Data mere obtained fro. the U.S. Office of P 1

Macag 's Central P 1 Data File. Data include only Esecutsve @ranch agencies tttttt d under

FEM. The U.S. Postal Service aid other agencies mot haute, positions in the i 1 Schedule or

prevaeleeg rate wage systems more acludtd.
,-

Iv/ Civilise Labor Force - Sepleolitr 1984 and 19851 Sata were derevid free annual ges-publeshed in the

8 1 tabor Statistics Publication Eeployeent and Careless and vire adjosted to seclude data so

Inert. Rice supplied.bY the I f tabor Statistics, C Ills of Puerto *Ica.

P is say not add due to wall cells and Wee leg.
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STATEMENT OF MARTHA INEZ JIMENEZ, POLICY ANALYST,
MALDEF

Ms. JIMENEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With your permission I
would like to present a briefer version of my testimony and submit
the full testimony for the record.

Mr. MARtINEi. Your prepared statement will be inserted immedi,
ately following your oral presentation. You are at liberty to -sum-
marize..

Ms. JIMENEZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee and
silbcoMmittee, my name is Martha Inez Jimenez, and I'm a policy
analyst for the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational
Fund; MALDEF.

MALDEF's a public interest law firm that defends and advances
the civil rights of HiSpanics in the areas of employment, education,
political access and ithmigration. We have offices in Los Angeles,
San Frandisco, San Antonio, Chicago, and Washington, DC. I am
based in the Waahington, DC office.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to address this sub-
committee on the critically important issue of Hispanic employ-
nient.

Comprised of Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, and
others, Hispanics are the fastest-growing minority in this country.
Statistics releaSed by the Cenaus Bureau this past week indicate
that the.Hispanic population haS increased 30 percea since 1980, c-
rate five times that of the remaining population. An estimated 18.8
million Hispanics in this country account for approximately seven
percent- of the United States labor force. By the year 2000 Hispan-
ics will number more than 10 percent of the total U.S. workers.

Despite the great promise that Hispanics hold for infusing new
vitality into an aging work force, discriminatory barriers remain,
becoming more formidable, if not more subtle. The labor-intensive
industries that sustained our forbearers, regardless of education,
training, Or English language ability, have given way to highly
technological industries and service-oriented jobs that require
higher levels of education, literacy, and English language ability.

Minimum wage jobs that provided a liveable wage in the past
today will not sustain a family of four above the poverty line.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the subcommittee,
as we celebrate the 200th anniversary of our Constitution, with its
guarantees of liberty, equality, and justice for all, we must recog-
nize that equality, especially in education, employment, and life op-
portunities, is still an unattainable goal for many of our Hispanic
citizens.

While many of iheEe barriers to equality for Hispanics are well-
known to- the subcommittee, I will focus my comments on three
issues that will impact the future of Hispanic employment: lan-
guage discrimination, immigration-related discrimination, and af-
firmative action.

The 1980 Census determined that approximately three and a half
million people' this country aged 14 and over were limited Eng-
lish proficient. Of this group, roughly 64 percent speak Spanish in

'the home.
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Increased:population growth among Hispanics and the prevalent
use of Spanish by liinited English proficient individuals have made
Hispanics the target of nativist and anti-immigrant sentiment in
this country spearheaded by groups such as U.S. English and Eng-
lish First. The English-only movement does not teach English or
promote programs that will make English literacy a reality for lim-
ited English-speaking adults. Instead, this movement seeks to
create legislation that will make language ability a legal barrier to
attaining the-full enjoyment of rights guaranteed to all citizens by
our Ciinstitution.

Similarly, employers continue to impose English-only rules in the
work place. Such rules both prevent limited English- speaking
adults from.obtaining employment, even if otherwise qualified, and
contribUte to an atmosphere of harassment and intimidation in the
work place.

Althaigh EEOC guidelines on national origin discrimination pro-
hibit_an employer from mandating English-only rules in the work
place, except in cases of compelling justification, employers, un-
aware of these guidelines, continue to impose such rules.

MALDEF has challenged, and will continue to challenge, the un-
laWful imposition of English-only rules in the work place whenever
possible, but greater education and awareness is needed in this
area to ensure that such rules do not lead to discrimination and
loss -of job opportunities.

-Surprisingly, bilingual individuals fully fluent in both Spanish
and English are being discriminated against, as well. As a result,
MALDEF has filed suit against the city of TucSon for diScriminat-
ing against Hispanic police officers. Although the city police de-
partment compensates officers with typing or filing skills for using
those skills -in connection with any job activity, biLingual Hispanic
officers receive the same base pay as their monolingual counter=
parts, even though the city requires these officers to translate and
interpret as part- Of their job duties. Thus, while typing and filing
are coMpensable skills, the ability to translate and interpret in an-
other langtage is not.

The English Proficiency Act, H.R. 529, introduced by the honora-
ble chairman of thiS subcommittee, Mr. Matthew Martinez, and its
companion bill in the Senate, S. 629, introduced by Senator Jeff
Bingamau, offers some hope of alleviating language-based diScrimi-
nation by creating real opportunities to teach people English.

By allocating 50 percent of program funds to communitylbased
organizations that have been effective in working with limited Eng-
lish proficient populations, the English Proficiency Act will be a
vital tool in combatting one of the greatest obstacles -to Hispanic
employment, illiteracy.

With thepassage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986IRCACongress declared- for the first time in this nation's
higtory that it would be unlawful for an employer to hire individ-
uals who are not legally authorized for employment in the United
States. As enacted, IRCA contains anti-discrimination provisions
supported by MALDEF that prohibit employment discrimination
on the basis of citizenship status or national origin against individ-
uals authorized to work in- the United States. American nationals,
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citizens, or intending citizens qualify for protection under these
provisions.

The best intentions to the contrary, IRCA has, unfortunately,
provided an incentive for employers to discriminate against His-
panics for fear of the pOisibility of Government sanctions. Al-
though IRCA's anti-discrimination provision came into effect the
day'the law was signed, it has provided these victims no relief.

Today, more than 10 months after enactment, implementing reg-
ulations for the anti-discrimination provisions have yet to be final -

ul ized. The special counsel charged with the investigation, implemen-
tation, and enforcement of this provision has yet to be appointed.

Most distressing of all, the declaration of intent form necessary
to,qualify for protection under the anti-discrimination provisions of
IRCA have only recently been made available for public distribu-
tion. The effect of this delay has left the vast majority of people
who have been discriminated against without a remedy in the
courts.

MALDEF will continue to monitor the anti-discrimination provi-
sions of IRCA, cooperating with the GAO in the preparation of the
annual report that must be submitted to Congress on this issue.

In the area of affirmative action: the term "affirmative action" is
used in basically two contexts, Executive Order 11246, and Title 7
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Executive Order 11246 requires Gov-
ernment contractors and subcontractors to refrain from employ-
ment discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or na-
tional origin, and to take affirmative action to assure that employ-
ees and applicants for employment are treated without regard to
these factors.

Under Title 7- Federal courts have broad authority to order such
forms of affirmative action relief as the judge determines are ap-
propriate. The Supreme Court has time and time again confirmed
that voluntary affirmative action plans are an appropriate tool to
combat- discrimination in the work force.

Despite the great potential of voluntary affirmative action plans
to integrate the work force, opponents of affirmative action have
characterized such efforts to redress the historical discrimination
faced by minorities and women in the work place as requiring rigid
quotas. Affirmative action, however, is not a set of rigid require-
ments- arbitrarily imposed upon employers without regard to the
employer's history of hiring and treatment of minorities and
women.

For Hispanics faced with ever-increasing numbers and ever-di-
minishing job opportunities, strong affirmative action plans, as
well as vigorous monitoring and enforcement of such plans, pre-
senb....One of the few opportunities that Hispanics have to become
an e isential and viable part of this nation's work force in the year
2000 and beyond.

Figures for Hispanic income and employment document the
urgent need for removing artificial barriers to employment, yet
these barriers continue to exist. Today employers in areas\ with
large Hispanic populations do not have representative work forces.
In fact, employers are so far behind in the recruitment and hiring
of qualified Hispanics in these areas that these employers do not

63
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have work forces representative of the Hispanic population, even
as it existed in 1980.

The result of equal employment opportunity is the integration of
the American work force, not by giving preference to unqualified
minorities and women, but by opening the doors of opportunity his-
torically closed to qualified minorities and women.

MALDEF is committed to opening the doors of equal opportunity
for Hispanics, and we urge this subcommittee to continue in its ef-
forts to make the dream of equal employment opportunity a reali-
ty.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would simply like to thank you and
members of this distinguished subcommittee for the opportunity to
celebrate Hispanic Heritage Week in the way that MALDEF does
best: advocating on behalf of the rights of Hispanic3.

Thank you.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Ms. Jimenez.
Mr. Garcia?
[The prepared statement of Martha Inez Jimenez follows:]
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF

11(F. MEXICAN AMEIICAN LEGAL DEFENSE AND

EDUCATIONAL FUND ("MALDEF")

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee and Subcommittee,

my name is Martha Inez. Jimenez and I am a Policy Analyst for the

Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF).

MALDEF is a p!:b:ic Interest law firm that defends and advances

the civil rights of Hispanics in the areas of employment

education, political access and immigration. We have offices in

Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Antonia, ChiCago. and Washington

D.C. I am based in the Washington D.C. .Office.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to address the

Subcommittee on an issue of critical concern to the Hispanic

community and the future growth, stability, productivity and

competitiveness of this grea' nation: Hispanic employment.

Hispanics, comprised of Mexican Americans. Puerto Ricans,

Cubans and others, are the youngest and fastest growing minority

in this count-y. Statistics released by the Census Bureau this

past week indicate that the Hispanic population has Increased 30%

since :g80. This Is five times the rate of growth of the

remaining population. Today there are an estimated 18.8 million

Hispanics in this country making up approximately seven percent

of the U.S. labor force. By the year 2000 that number is

expected to increase tc more than ten percent Jf the labor force

I36
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In the United Etates.

Tesrito greAt promise that Hispanics hold for pumping

new life and vitality into an aging workforce, the barriers that

prevent Hispenics from attaining equal employment opportunities

have-become more formidable if not more subtle. The heavily

labor-intensie industries that sustained our forbearers

regardless of their education. training or English language

ability have given way to highly technological industries and

service-oriented jobs that require higher levels of education,

literacy. and English-language ability. Minimum wage lobs that

in the past maintained families out of poverty, today will not

sustain a family of four above the poverty line.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this Subcommittee,

even as we celebrate the 200th anniversary of our Constitut;on

embodying the principles of liberty, equality and justice for

all, we must recognize that equality, especially in education,

eMploymeni and life opportunities is still an unattainable goal

for many of our :Uspanic citizens. While many of these barriers

to equality for Hispanics are well known to the Subcommittee

such as :ow levels of educational attainment, segregation.

discrimination, overrepresentation in unskilled jobs with no

advancement potential, and double-digit unemployment, : would

like to focus my comments this morning on three issues which will

have A definitive Impact on the future of Hispanic employment:

Language Discrimination, immigration- related dlicrimination and

Aff!rMative

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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I. LANGUAGE C:SC=TY.:NATTCN

Acomd!-g repsns lnrean. appronimately the and a

half million people in this country age 14 and over were limited

English profte:e* in :990. Although these figures are outdated,

this assessment of the limited English speaking population

indicates that roughly 64% of this group speaks Spanish in the

home. The combined effect of increased population growth among

Hispanics ant: Sy.snish larguage dominance among limited English

proficient people has made Hispanics the target of an increasing

wave a nativist and anti immigrant sen,iment in this country.

The English-Only movement spearheaded by groups sch as U.S.

English and English :first soaks not to teach English or promote

programs that will make English literacy a reality for limited

English specking adults. rather. the English-Only movement seeks

to legislate langnage in such a way as to make 14 'stage ability a

legs: barrier *c full en,loyment of the rights guaranteed to

all sitimens ty our Constitution.

concen het language discrimination in the workplace

has prompted The Equal Employment Opportunities Commssion to

create guidelinQs to address this growing problem. EEOC

Guidelines on national-origin discrimination prohibit an employer

from requiring emrloyees to speak only English in the workplace

unless some compelling ;ratification requires such a rule.

Erployers unsuare of these guidelines continue to .1r:rose Eng:ish-

only rules in wo:'place. These rules have two effects, l) It

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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prevents limited English speaking adult, from c'sining

emP,;,)ymemt; and 21 it contributes to an atmosphere of harassment

and intimidation in the workplace. Although MALDEF has

challenged and will continue to,chalIerige the unlawful imposition

of English-only rule6 in the workplace whenever possible, greater

education. awareness, and sensitivity is needed in this area to

insure that such rules do not lead to discrimination and loss of

job opportunities.

Up to this point My conments on the issues of language

discrimination have focused primarily on discrimination

experienced by Eipanics on te basis of their limited English

speaking ability. But a new twist to the language discrimination

issues Is currently being litigated-by YALBEF In Tucson. Arizona.

The case, Cota v. City of Tucson filed in 1985, charges the

police department of the City f Tucson with discrimination

against Hispanic police officers by refusing to recognize

bilingual language ability as a compensable skill. The City of

Tucson p6lice department increases an officer's base pay

accordiflg to the number of skills he or she possesses. Th:,s, an

officer with or filing skills nay be compensated for the

use of those skills in connection with any job activity.

Bilingual Hispanic officers, however, receive the same base pay

as their monolingual counterparts even though the city requires

these officers to translate and Interpret as part of their Iob

duties. Thus, while typing and filing is a compensable skill,

the ability to translate and interpret in another language is

not.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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A similar problem has arisen concerning Hispanic employment

and promotion in the Federal Bureau of Investigation. in this

context Hispanic, employees with bilingual ability are maintained

in low-level .f.:0s long pest the point at which they should he -e

been promoted berause of the great need and drastic shortage of

bilingual personnel at this level.

Declarations stating that English is important will nor

teach people English,. but real opportunities to get off the

waiting lists e'te into rlessrooms will. That Is why MALDEF

proudly and whIleheertedly supports the enactment of the English

pofIciary Art (H.F.ST?! introduced by the Chairman of the

Subcommittee Mr. Matthew Martinem. and its companion bill in the

Senate S.A29 introdured by the distingwished Senator fron New

Mexico :eff Birgaman. The English Proficiency Act whose

provisions ::re now part of- the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness,

Act passed by the House earlier this year, seeks to address the

s ggering rate cf illiteracy among our nation's limited E:tgl!sh

speaking adults arfi! out of school youth. While the U.S.

Department of Edcration h..s set the illiteracy rate among native

English-speal-ing adults and out of school youths at 9%, studies

have found that 4-1,0-4""eracy rate among Hispanics in this croup

is as high as 56%. This excessively hich rate of illiterary

anonn osr limited English speaking_population not only limits the

country's productivity and competitiveness in the global economy.

but it wastes li-es, talents and resources. By allocating SO% of

program funds to community based organimations of demonstrated
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populations, rhe :English PrOflcleSty Act will he a vital tool is

combatting Ste of the greatest obstacles to Hispanic employment:

illiteracy.

Tr. :X=77A1'=-3'::AZED DISCR:=VATI011

qith-them..un,ge of the_ Immigration Reform and Control Act

of ISSA (/CA i. COng-ens declared -for the first time in :hit;

nation's histery that ft uould be Unlawful for an,employer to

hire individualS who are not legally authorized :Sr employment

the Znited Stal..e=. Recognizing that employer SanctiOnS,wouid mut

to the very heart of the hiring process and serge as an inoenti-e

to discriminate against Hispanics and Other ethnic and linguistic

minorities NALr,s7 strenuonsll opposed the employer sanctfan

provision ot:?:A. Equally strenuous was MALDEF's unqualff_ed

support fnr an aAti-discriminntion provision in IRCA to gnard

against eMpleyrent disCi:Mination as a result of emplOyers. fear'

Of the euforrenent of sanctions. As enacted, the anti-

-discrimination provisions of IRCA prohibits employment

diScrimination on :he sszsin of citizenship status or national

origin agaient individuals armor:zed to work in the Mater'

States. Rersonn qualifying for the Orntection of the an"i-

diScrimination provisions of the Act must be American natinnaln,

citizens or "intn.sding citizens." lntenaing citizens iscl-ee

temporary and permanent resident aliens, refugees and asylees WIn

-either CI) are presen`ly ineligible for citizenship but

completed a eeciarntion of intention to bc'come a citiZe.n,
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ha-e ampliea tor naiuraliration by May 6. :9136 or within sin

months of i)ecoming eligible and thereafter are naturalized within

two-yoarS of applying. MA*7 has a:ready slccessfully argued

for an expansidn: of statutory coverage to include

docanented ilienS,eligibie for legalizatiOn under the AO:.

LeaMaemf Cnited Satin,American-Citizens et. al;-vs.
indeoendent School nistrict Federal 3istrict Court, Moustor.

nlike-other sectiOns of IRCA, the anti-disCriminatitn,

orooisioe came irro effeat the day the-la:!=was-siened.

NonetheleSs, today now MOre than ten Months after Its ,enactment

implementing rogvIations far the antiOdiScrimination prOviSions

of i*:A-hare t, he finalired. The SPeCial Counselmharcoe.

ufth the lnuestitl'ion. inrlenvntation and.e,forcenent of ti

provitiill has yet to be appointed. Most distreisinsucif all is

that the "declaration of intent" form, a_necessary prerequisite

to qurilific,tic- fcr the proreOtiOn of the anti-discrimination

provision Of l7CA have only recently beehmade available for

distrihation. The effect of this-delay has left the -ast

mn'ority of romi-le ic have,t)een discriminated against on the

basis Of their national origin or lit:migrant status since YoVent:er

E. :?17 otitaa- ron t.iy In rhe Courts.

M1tt7 ail! continue to nonitor the anti-discrinintio-.

provilion o :=^1 coore-ating uith the CAO in the preparation of

the annual report the 7AC muSt submit to Congress on this
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III; -AtFITYAT:VS-MrTin"

The term affirnztive action isuSed in basically two

contexts - inf.r.atiVe,Oreer 11246 and-Tine VII of the 1964 Civil

itiohts Adt. FxoClti7e Order 11246_requireS government

contractors ane sv.',--ontr,'^-s to refrain from employment

disCrimination on the basis of race, color. religion, sex or

national Origin and to take "affiriative action" to assure that

employees and applicants for emPloyient are tkeated-withow.

regard to these faCiOks.

ner Tit: IT federal' courts have broad authority to order_

such formS Of affirmative action relief as the judge-oetermines

are appro.:riate. The ..u.preme court has time and time again

cenfirrie that "c'untary affirMativaantionPlans are an

apoiopriate tool to combat discrimlnation=in the workforce.

Despite the great potential-Of voluntary affirMative action

PlanSto intorgrote the uorkfOrce, opponentsof affirmative

action have cheracterine such efforts to redress the hiSiorical

discrimination famed by minorities and women in the workplo-e as

Areiuiriog rigia-4notas. Affirmative action however'is not a set

of rigid reqnfronqn-s arbitrarily imposed upon employers without

'regard; to the employer's history of hiring and treatment of

minorities and women. or Hispanics faced with-ever increasing

numbets and ever diminishing job opportunities, strong

_ffirmative action plans as well as vigorous monitoringan4

enforcement -Of =%tch plans presents one of the few opportunities

that eispanies '-ove to become an essentia. and viable part of
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this nation's: w.2rkforce in the year:2660 anti beyond.

Figr.res Hispania income and employment d6cument the-

urgent need-for riMoving artificial barriers to-emploYment. Yet

these barriers cnntinue to-emist. Today-employers in areas with

large Hirpar_lC popmlations-do not have representative workforces.

Tn erPlyerc 7*e so 'fP.'-i3eh!nd in the recrUitment and

Ihiring of qua'""4eA Hispanics in these areas that these emrloyere

.do not have-webfor,eS reltreSentatiVe of the Hispanio population

,even ar t-enl,.ted_ in 1980.

Me-resrlt cof efne1 i;nploynent opportunity 1s the

integratien of te Aretdert Wrrkferce -- not 'ry yre4erer,e

to r'rerf''ers eno uonen but by opeaing the doors of

oppOrtunity hi.'tnrdca:ly closed to qsalified #incirittes ard

;women. viittt is cr.nniited to opening t:le doors of equal

of,jertl.tnity fer Eirpinic and-we urge, is subcommittee-to

cUntinVe-in it,: efforts to :make the dream of equal employment

oprortrmity P reality.

:n : would simply like t6 thank 'Inv. Prd

the,MeMbers of this di..>tinglished Subtrommitte-4 for the

ori'ort-mity r1.00-0 HispPnic Heritogo Week la the way "r.t

!WATS does best, advoCating on-behalf of the rights of

H=f_rimnics. :hnmk You.
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,STATEMENT- OF RAY GARCIA,. PRINCIPAL, STRATEGIC MANAGE-
MENT SERVICE; ON BEHALF OF SOCIETY OF HISPANIC PRO-
-FESSIONAL ENGINEERS; ACCOMPANIED- ItY -FRANK -L. XLI-
ZONDQ;-RECRUITMENT OFFICER, OFFICE OF PERSONNEL,-U.S.
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Mr. dOciA. Good-morning, Mr. Chairman -and members of -the

'Subcommittee: Thank4rOu for this Opportunity.
My 'inimeit--Ray Garcia._I am the principal- of Strategic Manage-

ment Setvices, a strategic-Planning consulting firm- in Wayne, PA.
IitizipleaSect to testify on behalf- of the Society of:Hispanic- Profes-
sional- Engineers,. known affectionately as, SHPE. SHPE is an orga-
nization: of 000 -members, -24 chapters across thit country, and 75
student -chapters in universities and colleges= throughout the land.

accompanied today by Mr. -Frank -EliZondo,_ whO is the
WaShington representatiVe_ of -SHPE, the Society of `Hispanic PrO-
-fissional Engineera.

Today I-will betestifying about the future. I'll be testifying about
the preparation Of Ainericahs for the technological work force-of
the futurethetechnOlogiCal work force of the 21St century. On
the-eve of:ex-bicentennial Of our ConstitUtion,_ it ia'appropriate tO
think in tarns of `Wire the People," and "One NatiOn -Under God,"_

--tither-than in terms that tend to segregate or divide_ut:
I might say, -Mr. Chairman, that having 'been-raised-and all my

secondary education, in. Texas,,-iny experiences were- a little differ-
ent in -regard to- disCrimination than _those of Franklin -Chang7Diaz.,

But today we are here to talk about the futiire.
The new -workers of ,the 21St century Ste_ ted kindergarten just

last week. For the majority of Hispanic children WhO -are bright,
enthusiastie members of-the graduatifig clats-af the year 2000 the

really_notenCouraging:
Two recent studies show us that trends in the Hispanic Commu-

nity ere accelerating the nation's movement toward-a two- tiered So-
ciety, a_society Of haveS and haVe-nOts.

I might say, Mr. -Chairman, I ain summarizing the testimony
from xiiywritten statement.

Regarding thoSe two studies,, as an:echoing study by the Society
of Hispanic Profethional Engineers, the Population Reference
Bureaw-reportsthat

A two-tiered society could emerge,with Hispanics competing with poorly.educated
blacks for-low-level servico and laborers jobs, and Asians competing with middle and
tipper-class blacks and whites for the well-paid-specialized jobs of America's increas-
ingly high-tech society.

Current' trends, -almost too convincingly, support the plausibility
of this-tragic scenario.

Hew will the new technology impact Hispanics in tomorrow's job
_market? A:recent study by-the National Academy-of Sciences con-
firms that. rising earnings and increasing- employtnent_ are closely
linked-to technologiCal change.

On the negative side, technological _change does cause job dis-
placement. But in today's .-.04-7 ,narket. _tre -1.1,..a.uce new
technologies-would likely bring

-The -major work force implications are for those who lack strong
basic skills, estimated to-number from 20 to 30 percent of displaced
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wOrkers, and literally millions of Hispanics who are falling be-t*een the CrackS in our edueatierial and economic structure.
Unl4s -we change current edUcationif policies we surely will be
movirigtowaid.ri two-tiered, society-and-its -tragic :conseguenCeS.

of
kind-of eduCation will be needed for the job opportunities

of the-21st century.? A recent study, "High Schools. and- the Chang-
ing -Work;Place,' tells, us thatthe high-school education needed for
the workplace will.riot differ in its essentials from that needed for

.college or advanced. technical training. All young Americans, re;gardlesS Oftheir-Career, goals, must achieve maStery of_strong_baSic
if-. they are to:preaper in the work forde Of a_ technological. so-

bietY,
Turning -to the college level, the NatiOnal Research Council-re-ports that the engineers and scientists, of the future just be pre--

pared,fOr regional and cultural differences Of.customers, competi-
tors, and business partners.in the World market. This-Will -inelude amarket of-more-than 550 million'SParrish:sPeakirig_peopleirrLatinAmerica and in our own-dorrieStiC Hispanic Market:

The technical work force Will need:training in the financial, po-
litical, and _Cultural ,arid' language demands Of the- World .economy.

In the past,- corporation& have ,taken the lead in addressing the
issue-of grossly inadequate minority- representation .in science end'
engineering. In 1973- a 'few corporate ipioneera began-Wotking. with
-sChool& and Colleges- to prepare ,Mihoritres for careers in- engineer-- ing.

As .we-approach the 1980's, corporate America discoVered
ics, and' Hispanic. youth began to join- an exciting crusade designed
to -help -prepare minority youth fot the new- technological society.
-But a .funny thing happened on the way to the Decade of.the,-His-
.panic,_ the -secondary schools - were -riot ready, 'Federal programs
the areas-Were Cut..-and a dramatic change-took place in corporate
cultures. Corporate America came under Serge on tWo--fronts=for-
eign. coMpetitors and domestic corporate raiders. As a _result,. corpo-
-rate locris-,,and corporate oultUres haie changed. Corporations- areoperating -lean and mean,- or-they jtist_don't survive. But ,the _genek--
al presumption- remains- that corporate Ainerica can fill the gapcreated by deep reductions Govermient assistance to education_
and communities. Obviously, this is riot. possible.

Let -me be clear. Business involvement and assistance is more
vital than ever, but it will take a new coalition of "We the People,"
thetnsiness community, the schools, and government to create the
environment that will prepare our children for the work force- -ofthe 21St-century.

I* the field: of technological education Hispanics hare achieved
small victories. It's Well to remember that we are measuring-ourgains in science and engineering from a very, very loW starting
base. Through the efforts -of- professional organizations like SHPEand a dynamic coalition from -industry and academia, the -number
Of-Hi&panie graduating 'engineers has grown from 1.5 percent of the
engineering graduates of 1973 to 2.2 percent of the 1986 graduates.
-As dismal as-these statistics seem,. for Hispanics it's a major break-through.

Many educational support programs have been created that are
working-models to build on. Unfortunately, many of these support
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privraniS_ are struggling, and the pool, of acadethically- and finan-
dally ritialified Students is shrinking as remedial programs' are
eliminated; entrance requirements are tightened, and,-the cost.of
iichnOlogiCal edUcation escalates.

In summary, the path is clear. Technological change is a perMa-
fient and -essential 'part of our national -well-being. We can plan for
it and enjoy the--benefits, or wecan ignore it at our national peril.
As we enter the 21st century, the tern: "disadvantaged minority"
should really fade from our vocabularY. thir 'national polidy should
ensure that the graduating. el of the year 2000 is a claisef proud
,Ainerican:s -prepared- to challenge the era teChnolOgical- change.

Can-thia-natiOn do it? Caii -we make friends;with the fUture?-"We-
the People," "One -Nation, under -God; with:liberty and justice for
all." Of :course we can _de it if we -want to, it serves justice in the
.Nation, and -we are free to make it happen. The Society of HiSpanic
Professiona Engineers is prepared-to Oita share.

'Thank you for the opportunity to give you this testimony,. Mr.
Chairman.

'Mt: MAirrit4Ei. Thank you, Mr.-Garcia.
On-the-last partof your testimony you Summarizedin too short a

fashion, so.-I'm going to take the liberty to read that, because I
think that that last part -is- a message. It reminds me of the
Kika .de la Garia got up at my first Hispanic -Heritage Week
dinner. and said, when he was a young man he entered- into school
thinking he Was ,an American, 'filled- with anticipation, and as he
Was taught the pledge of allegiance, "justice foralt" And he start-
ed- to see the real distrimination that existed in his part of the
world, TOMS. He started- to wonder where was the "justiee for
all:" And as -he went: on to accomplish -other 'thingS, like being in-
ducted into the Army to _fight in the service, fight for the honor,
Privilege and the freedom of this country and he still wondered
where the justice was.

He said-SOMe 20 years later he see t, a _change, and.there is some
juitice coming about, but -not really to the degree that -it sbOuld.

When you say "We the People" there's no one else. We're it.
"One nation, Under -God," we are God's people, and God_ doeSn't
produce- disadvantaged people. -It's society that produces flawed
policies, systems, and programs. I'd like to add "and -administra-
tions.",="IndiVisible," let this be the start of a true` liatinonic con-
vergence for all Americans. "With liberty and justice for-all." Of
_Course we, can- de it. It serves juitice and the nationand we are
free to make it happen.

Let me tell you that I;_ in my lifetime, being born at the begin-
ning of the. depression, 1929, have seen many changei. I saw the
discrimination incurred against those people who were not fortu-
nate enough to have -a job during the depression and needed to
-stand in lines. They were treated like dogs. Today it is welfare

-it.
not understood by many in this country that sWel-

fare peopleare not there because they want to be, but because they
have no alternative, no choices. This country .has got to start
Making some policies that give -them true choice gives them the
opportuniV to succeed, because the Opportunity_exists here. People
say, we. can ,pull ourselves up=by Our own bootstraps if we have the
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desire to, but they don't ;understand a lot of people start without
any boots atall'or any,StrapS-0-pull up.

It's incumbent On this country to listen to the preamble of the
Constitution which tells us why-:that Constitution exists. It's not
only to provide for the common defense, it's to PromOtethe general
Welfare and to.enstire domestic tranquility. We Can't do that unless
we have an eduditted populace. Even the 'Greeks, many, many
years ago, -realized that a deniocraoy won't survive and a free
people won't siirviVe, unless there is edueationlOr that populace to
make:the decisions that have to be made and the policies that have

to be Made to ensure the safety of that democracy.
'So with that I would like to go to the questioning.
-[The prepared statement of Ray J-Garcia follows:)
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities,
and distinguished guests: I am pleased to testify at the Oversight
Hearings on Hispanic Employment concerning the preparation of Americans for
the technological workplace of the twenty-first century. Today, on the eve
of the bicentennial of our constitution, it is appropriate to think in
terms of "We the People.." and "One nation, under God..", rather than in
terms that tend to segregate or divide us. So while my testimony will deal
largely with Hispanics, I want to make clear that I am talking about
red-blooded Americans -- Americans whr, eat hot-dogs, who are fiercely loyal
to this nation, who proudly participate in the labor force, and who dream
of a better life for themselves and their children.

EVALUATING THE SITUATION

The new workers of the twenty-first century started kindergarten last
week. For the majority of Hispanic children who are bright, enthusiastic
members of the graduating class of "2000", the outlook is not encouraging.
In February of this year (1987), I chaired a special policy panel appointed
by the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE) to formulate new
policies SHPE's role in our technological society. The panel reported that
"As conditions now exist in the United States, over half of our Hispanic
offspring will be incapable of participating in the prosperous
technological future of this nation. By educational default, generations
of Hispanics will be automatically relegated to the lower tier of an ever
widening wage and social structure -- a structure by which the "have's and
the have-not"s" will be largely established by educational and technical
literacy. At present, no national strategy exists in the public or private
sector for mitigating such an ominous social condition".

As if echoing this warning, the Population Reference Bureau, in a
recent study, concludes that ".. a two tiered society could emerge, with
Hispanics competing with poorly educated blacks for low-level service and
laborers' jobs and Asians competing with middle and upper-class blacks and
whites for the well paid, specialized jobs of America's increasingly
high-tech society." Current trends, almost-too convincingly, support the
plausibility of this tragic scenario.

Some social scientists say that Hispanics are emerging as the new
underclass, that segment of society -- race, creed and ethnic origin aside
-- that traditionally is economically deprived and disproportionately fills
Americas prisons. It seems sufficient to say that the combined magnitude
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of growing poverty, massive school drop-outs and extraordinary illiteracy
is a staggering burden for a young and fast-growing segment of Americans --
for any Americans -- to carry into the twenty-first century.

TECHNOLOGY'S ROLE IN JOB CREATION AND JOB DISPLACEMENT

In a valuable contribution to the understanding of the role of
technology in our society, the Committee on Science, Engineering and Public
Policy of the National Academy of Sciences recently published "Technology
and Employment", a report on how technological change affects employment
opportunities, productivity and the quality of work life. The committee

confirmed that rising earnings and increasing employment are closely linked
to technological change. And there is every reason to believe this pattern

will change little in the future. On the, negative side, technological

change, does cause job displacement. Hist, ically, the social and economic
effects of job displacement have been softened because technological change
tends to be adopted gradually. However, this gradual introduction of new

technology may no longer be possible or prudent. In today's international
economic environment, the more gradual the adoption of new technologies by
U.S. companies the more drastic is likely to be the job displacement and

unemployment impact. In a separate study, The Hudson Institute estimates
that protective policies could save 830 thousand manufacturing jobs, but
sacrifice 10 million service jobs. The Academy of Sciences report finds
that teChnological change will not limit employment opportunities for ,
labor force entrants with strong basic skills. The major workforce

implications are for those who lack these skills -- estimated to number
from 20 to 30 percent of displaced workers, and literally millions of
disadvantaged Americans who are falling through the gaping cracks in our
educational and economic structure.

So when we talk about the human tragedy of technological change, we
are talking about people who lack strong basic skills. For that

unfortunate group, including a disproportionatly large number of Hispanics,
a dim future seems almost a certainty. The economic future of the nation
depends on how rapidly we can adopt new technologies in a competitive
world. Unless we change current educational policies, we surely will be
moving toward a two-tier society and its tragic consequences. Unless we
pace technological change to keep America competitive, we are setting the
stage for a nation in economic decline and social upheaval.

EDUCATION FOR TOMORROW'S JOBS

In a far ranging study, "High Schools and the Changing Workplace," The
National Academies of Sciences, The National Academy of Engineering and The
Institute of Medicine reported on what employers are looking for in the
high school graduates of the future. In projecting the job market for an
America competing in a world economy, employers were unanimous in
describing the kind of employee they will need and be able to employ in the
years ahead: "A person who is able and willing to learn throughout a
working lifetime." Employers will be looking for high school graduates who
are well rounded in fundamental knowledge and who have mastered concepts
and skills that create an intellectual framework to which new knowledge can
be added. In other words, the high school education needed for the
workplace will not differ in its essentials from that needed for college or
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advanced technical training. All young Americans, regardless of their
career goals, must achieve mastery of the "core competencies" if they are
to prosper in the workforce of a technological society.

Looking toward the yiar 2000 and beyond, we are likely to see a
workforce far different Ihan that of today -- a workforce shaped by the
United States increasingly becoming an inteval part of a truly global
economy, and international trade becoming u-growing component of our
economic activity. To compete, the nation must tap the potential of all
Americans, especially4Hispanics and other disadvantaged Americans who are
grossly under represeited in the high-tech workforce.

In a recent study, "Engineering Education and Practice in the United
States", the National Research Council reports that the market pressures of
competing in a world economy will increase the rate of technological change
and force the nation to educate and train its workforce in new ways anti
with higher and broader standards.

As we approach the twenty- first-century, the international competition
between the technical workforces of different countries will intensify.

The technical workforce of the future must be sensitive to tt,e regional and
cultural differences of both competitors and partners in the world market.
This will include a market of more than 550 million Spanish-speaking people
in Latin America. The technical workforce will need training in the
financial, political and cultnil/language demands of an international
market. The need for these non-tea.m.,cal components of an engineering and
scientific education means that the engineers, scientists and technicians
of the future will require exposure to a much broader education.

An additional source of demand (both direct and indirect) will come
from the federal and state governments. First, there are expanding
developments in defense, energy, space and other areas. Secondly, there
are growing needs to maintain, rehabilitate and operate the nation's aging
infrastructure. Government demand for engineering goods and services will
increase significantly in proportion to other areas of the economy.
Therefore, the driving forces for a well educated, highly trained workforce
will be coming from both the needs of the global marketplace and the needs
of government responding to domestic and international pressures.

Despite the apparent turmoil of a dynamic world economy, the workplace
of the 21st century should enjoy more stability than the workplace of
today. The planning horizons of U.S. corporations will have to increase if
we are to compete successfully in a world economy. The instability and
harm done to American companies and industries because of the short
planning demands of quarter-to-quarter earning improvements -- emanating
from corporate raiders, institutional investors and stock holders -- must
be replaced by the more rational approach of long-term strategic management
and planning at the national level. Consequently, the demand for
technology-intensive capital goods will increase and the range of technical
disciplines required to meet that demand will certainly be broader than it
is today.

Finally, the engineers, scientists and technicians of the future will
need a much broader education if the public trust is to be maintained in
the process of introducing technological change. The lingering
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anti-technology attitude in our society means that engineers and scientists
have new social responsibilities added to their traditional technical-

responsibilities. Many of them will be less involved in the performance of
conventional or routine engineering work and more involved in the
formulation of ideas, and in making choices. Therefore, an increasingly

important element of engineering and scientific education will be to teach
students how to approach problems -- how to ask the right questions and
'know the dimensions of responsive answers -- especially when the details of
research and experimentation are not clear with regard to their effect on

processes, environmental issues or social consequences.

The challenges of an education for the workforce of the twenty-first

century are formidable. How well will disadvantaged Americans now entering
the graduating class of 2000 fare in the technological workplace of the

twenty-first century?

RECOGNIZING THE NEED

Technological change is not new. Today it just happens faSter and

with more visible and damaging results for those who lack strong basic
skills -- especially technological skills. Through luck, help and

determination, a few of us escaped from the poverty of the barrio and urban
ghetto by acquiring those precious technological skills.

For some, the acquisition of those skills was made possible through
military service, for some by student loans, for some by the hand o` loving
parents or an exceptional teacher, and for others by the intervention of
professional organizations like the Society of Hispanic Professional

Engineers (SHPE). These were the traditional escape routes, producing only

a handful of science and engineering graduates.

In 1973 a few corporate pioneers began'working with schools and
colleges to prepare minorities for careers in engineering. The vast

majority of the beneficiaries of t ±se early programs were black, but it
:was a breakthrough for disadvantaged Americans. As we enterei the 1980s,

corporate America discovered Hispanics. Executives and profe:nionals alike
joined an exciting crusade with academia to add Hispanics to tie roles of

minority youth that would help launch the new technological soc.Ity. In

1980 and 1981, I was here to testify and celebrate with dozens of corporate
and academic executives on the launching of a new era. But a funny thing

happened on the.way to the "decade of the Hispanic": The secondary schools
were not ready, federal pm.-ams in key areas were cut, and a dramatic and

lasting change took place in corporate cultures.

CHANGE IN CORPORATE CULTURES

The issues concerning the systematic failure-In our secondary schools
and tederal budget cuts in education (and related aid) have been well
documented and are wall understood, if not yet corrected. The impact of

the change in corporate cultures is less obviuus. As corporate America

began to address the educational plight of minority youth, the
vulnerability of U.S. competitiveness in world markets became apparent and
the concept of "shareholder value" replaced other measures of corporate
performance. Corporate America came under siege on two fronts: Foreign

4
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competitors and domestic corporate raiders. As a result, corporate focus

and corporate cultures have changed. Corporations are lean and mean or

they don't survive.

Drastically reduced corporate staffs have done their job well. The
strategic and cultural corrections made by U.S. corporations since 1982
have helped to extend the record economic expansion and triple the average
value of corporate stocks. But in the process, corporate strategies in the
area of social responsibility seem to have become outdated or seriously
Misaligned with the growing needs, expectations and perceptions of
disadvantaged Americans.

The perception of some in government and many in the general public
was (and to a large extent still is) that corporate America, and
"voluntaryism" in general, could and would fill the gap created by deep
reductions in government assistance to education and communities.
Obviously, this is not possible. We can't ask business to perform miracles
in the marketplace and, at the same time, expect business to take
responsibility for the education of our children and the welfare of our
coMmunities.

Let me be clear. Business involvement and assistance is more vital
than ever, but we need new strategies if we are to align the realities of a
global economy and a poorly prepared workforce of disadvantaged Americans.
Business must remain innovative and competitive -- to create the
opportunities and the jobs for our children and our nation. Corporate

America will have its hands full creating and absorbing technological
change. It will take a new coalition of "We the People", the business
community, the schools and government to create the environment that will
prepare our children for the workforce of the twenty-first century.

SMALL VICTORIES

SHPE and other national advocacy organizations are taking steps to
expand their spheres of influence and effertiveness in response to-the
educational crisis in the Hispanic community. In the field of
technological education we have witnessed small victories, but much, much
more remains to be done. It's well to remember that we are measuring our
gains from a very low starting base. Through the efforts of professional
organizations like SHPE and a dynamic coalition from industry and academia,
the number of Hispanic Engineering graduates has grown fom 1.5 perce.it of
1973 graduates to 2.2 percent of 1986 graduates. As dismal as these
statistics seem, for Hispanics it is a major breakthrough. In the process,
many educational .upport programs have been created that are working models
to build on. Unfortunately, these support programs are struggling and the
pool of academically and financially qualified students is shrinking as
remedial programs are eliminated, entrance requirements are tightened and
costs of a technological education escalate.

SUMMARY

In his controversial book, the Mayan Factor, Jose"kgbelles unravels
the technological brilliance of the Mayan civilization and their remarkable
calendar. On August 16 of this year, the Mayan calendar showed planet
earth movino from the negative to the positive cycle in a galactic beam of

5
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energy. According to Arguelles, we are entering a period of harmonic

convergence kperiod when it will be possible to cooperate in pursuit of

peace and general well-being. In this sense, it should no longer be

acceptable to distance ourselves from the problems of our citizens by

referring to them as "disadvantaged minorities". We are talking about
disadvantaged Americans, who happen to be predominantly Hispanic, black and

Native American.

The path is clear. TeChnilugical change is_a permanent and essential

part_of ournational well-being. We can plan for it and enjoy the benefits

or we can ignore it at our national peril. As we enter the twenty - first

century, the term "disadvantaged minority" should fade from our vocabulary.
Our national policy should insure that there are no disadvantaged
Americans, regardless of racial or ethnic origin. Can this nation do it?

"We the People": There's no one else, we're it.

"One nation, under God"..: We are God's people -- and God doesn't

produce disadvantaged people. It's societies that produce flawed policies,

syStems and programs.
"Indivisible"..: Let this be the start of the true harmonic

convergence for all Americans.
"With liberty and justice for all." Of course we can do it. It

serves justice and the nation -- and we are free to make it happen.

The Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers is prepared to do its

share.

Thank you.

6
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Mr. MARTINEZ:, I'd like to ask Mr. Ramirez: there is something
that struck me in your testimony and charts that is very unusual,
and maybe you can explain it to me. In the area where you show
the civilian labor force at a certain percentage and the Federal
work force at a certain percentage, in several of the areas the Fed-
eral workforce employment of .migrants is only about half what it
was in the civilian labor forces even in San Francisco. Denver has
many Federal agencies headquartered there, but even though the
population basis is different than it is in some other cities, they
are, let's say, not as large a minority population as in southern
California and L.A., or even in San Francisco, yet Denver has a
highet-percentage in the Federal work force than it does in the ci-

work force.
So then I started looking at those figures. The one that really got

me was why, in a city like San Francisco, where the percentage of
Hispanics should be very highI've not seen a recent census report
from that area to indicate the percentage of Hispanic, but just be-
cause California is such a high-Hispanic population State and I've
been to San 'Francisco, ar there is never ,the lack of Hispanic
people aroundwhy the c 'difference there to, let's say an
area like Denver, Denver understandably has the large Federal
work force, but let's say another city where it's understandable,
like maybe in Atlanta there isn't that many Hispanics, and it's
only half of what the civilian work force is, but still it's not in
ratio. What happens:in San Francisco?

Mr. RAMIREZ. I wish I knew, Congressman. I think that my im-
pression is,that the population of Californiathat is the climate,
the cost of living, the salaries of professionalsare such that, one,
it's a popular place so many people transfer there because they like
that area; secondly, you have some very "high salaries for profes-
sional people, and sometimes the minority group prefer to get into
other professional areas because the Federal Government is not the
highest paying salaries in that area.

And, of course, judging from my experience with the Federal
service, we...are constantly fielding questions as to why we didn't
have more people in the supervisory, managerial, and executive pol
sitions. It seems that Hispanics are in the lower levels, but they
cannot rise about the general schedule 13, 14's. Very few Hispanics
are at those levels. So I think it's a combination of things: one,
salary; two, the choice of the superyisors and managers that do the
hiring; and the other area that I mentioned.

.Mr. MARTINEZ. I'm wondering if you suggested a GAO study to
find out why in Federal Government that Hispanics are not
moving upward, mobile, or even being hired. I think that's a good
idea, especially in the San Francisco area. In Denver we have a
mayor that iL Hispanic, so evidently there is= a large political His-
panic leadership there. As a result, maybe their determination and
pushing for and fighting for measures is indicative of what hap-
pens when people demand their rights and have a prominent group
to voice that demand. It happens. In San Francisco, it doesn't seem
that there might be that large a Hispanic population either force-
ful enough, or in a position of power, of organizing and rmtrolling
votes to make sure that they're always considered. Thete may-not
be the same situation in San Francisco as in Denver.
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Mr. RAMIREZ. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. I neglected to mention one
other area is that the service area of the population in the San
Francisco Region, which includes the states that I mentioned, also
has a large part of the Hispanic population in the service area. The
bulk of the Federal population is in the professional area. So there
is a problem there, also.

The last -thing i>want to mention is thrt in some of the areas like
Denver or New Mexico, it seems that people find it easier to com-
plain or to file complaints of discrimination, while in California
there does not appear to be that activity. I think EEOC would be in
a better position to determine the volume of complaints when you
compare the two areas.

Mr. MARTINEZ. That's interesting. That's something that we
should look into.

Mr. RAMIREZ. I think it would beImage, itself, does not have
the resources to conduct an in-depth analysis as to the reasoning, I
think, that perhaps the General Accounting Office would, and it
would make'very interesting reading.

Mr. MARTINEZ. Can; we have GAO to do an investigation of the
San Francisco offices involved with affirmative action? I'm going to
make that request, because that intrigues me why an area that ob-
viously has Hispanics and a sufficient number of professional His-
panics doesn't have a more equal situation than there seems to be.

Mr. RAMIREZ. We have difficulty reconciling it also.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Garcia, We've always had examples of out-

standing Hispanics Who overcame all the obstacles and the disad-
vantages and still succeeded. But you look at the-statistic that over
50 percent of the Hispanic adults are functionally illiterate and
you talk about the year 2000 not looking much brighter unless we
start changing policies on local education. You realize that some of
what Mr. Chang-Diaz said that sometimes it's home environment
that produces the desire for that young Hispanic to take advantage
of the educational opportunities and be encouraged to stay in
schoohs true.

How do we teach those families and those young people that
there's a real necessity for them to make sure that they receive a
proper education. I think it has to do most with -the more recent
immigrants because each succeeding generation of Hispanics seems
to improve their lot in life, and it's kind of the tradition of this
country that the first immigrants of any particular ethnic group
come in and take the menial jobs and work hard, save their money,
send their kids to college, and make sure they get a good education
to succeed. Each succeeding generation is better off than the previ-
ous generation, although that doesn't always holdfirue. Sometimes,
in some income brackets, the people stay at,:that bottom end.
Among the blacks, for many, many years it war, more of the pover-
ty situation continuingand it still, to a certain extent, creates .a
situation for them and other minorities, to stay at the bottom of
the ladder, not to be able to ascend up.

How do we reach these people and make them understand -that
the education of the young people is the most paramount thing
that we need to do if they're going to be able to compete in the
year 2000?
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Mr. GARCIA. There are really two ways. The first and the most
necessary that we need in our society today is to fire the imagina-
tion of the public, particularly the imagination of the Hispanic
community. For too long we have been lead to believe, as have the
blacks, that we just can't hack it, that we're not part of the main-
stream society. To change that attitude we must fire the imagina-
tion of Hispanic people, we must fire the imagination of the entire
Nation. There is no other quick remedy to the problem. We need
leadership that will fire the imagination of the people.

The second is to bring into the schools the kind &teachers that
will; in fact, inspire young people. Much,like Franklin Chang-Diaz
I had the experience of a counselor telling me that because I was
Mexican I would never amount to anything, so I should go to a
trade school. I went to the trade school because I thought that was
all there was for me. But in the 10th grade a math teacheran
Anglo teachertook me aside and said, "Ray, you have great po-
tential. If you will work with me every day after school for two
weeks I will give you the key that will open the door to every
dream of your life.' I'll never forget that.

You can imagine what it was like going home and telling my
mother in Spaniel that this woman wanted to give me- a key.
[Laughter.]

I assured her that Mrs. May was not that kind of woman, and I
_spent 2 weeks with_Mrs. May after school, and she gave me the key
that opened the.door to every dream of my life. She delivered. That
is missing in our- schools today. I believe that is the other area in
which we must concentrate our efforts.

There are a great many programs that have been startedmodel
programsand our schools are beginning to awake, but let's face
it: things are going to get worse before they get better. It's gbing to
get tougher to get out of high school' than it was before as pa-t of
the new educational mainstream. Our people aren't going to make
it. Hispanics and blacks are going to drop out in greater numbers
for some years to come. So we must turn to the teachers.

I guess there's the third place that the schools are greatly in-
volved there, too, and that is with the parents. Hispanic parents
have to be brought into, the Sehiioi. Our culture does not let us go
in and force our way in and pound on desks, and I believe we have
to start pounding on desks, but our school administration must rec-
ognize that in our courtesy we also have to be brought in and made
part of the mainstream of the school system as parents.

So three things: leadership and inspirationand that has to
come from the national level; teachers and an educational system
that is responsive to our young people and to the demands, of a
technological society that we are now moving into; and parents
that feel like they're part of the school system.

Mr. MARTINEZ. I think that's important. So many parentswhen
I was growing up, were never involved in their PTA's or things. In
fact, when I was in elementary school there were no PTA's. When
the PTA's did originate, they didn't -really go out and try to bring
those Hispanic families into the PTA's and make them a part of
the school system.

Now in places that they are, you can see the difference. You can
see-the difference in the students, you can see a difference in the
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children, you can see -a difference in the teachers, too, a better un-
derstanding. So I think that's important. I think you're right in
that.

I think, leadership on the national level you're absoldtely right
about. We need some national leadership that are concerned about,
the education of our young people. One thing that we need to do is
change the administration's philosophy and make them understand
that dollars for education are dollars for defense, because there are
some that believe that the only reason the Federal Government
exists at all is to provide for the common defense, and they don't
understand that even common defense means within our bound-
aries, too, not just from international threat.

Some of the threats from within our country, the drugs and ev-
erything else, we don't expend the kind of money we should, and
some of the motley that we spend on missiles that will sit in the
ground forever because they're not contemplated to be used, should
be used for education and those other problems, those social prob-
lems that we have in this country. When we change that attitude
on the administration level, maybe we'll get the national leader-

ship that we need.
But you mentioned the Decade of the HispanicsI'm still wait-

ing for it to happen. Something happened, you know. I saw a car-
toon once that said, "Decade of Hispanics" on a track, and every-
body was still in the starting blocks. I i,hink it was really a public
relations gimmick by corporations to pacify the Hispanic advocate,
and nothing more, because nothing has really happened to the
extent that it should have happened.

Even though we point to some political success, as you men-
tioned, and some educational success, and some success in areas of
science, we still haven't gotten parity. Somehow some people are
still believing that we're asking ,fo't charity. We!re tint asking for
charity. We're asking for parity. Give us a chance. Give -us a break
and we'll- show what we can do. We're a hard-working; dedicated,
patriotic people that believe in this country, but somehow this
country isn't believing in us. I think that's got to,change.

One of the things that I was interested in in your testimony, Ms.
Jimenez, is affirmative action. Evidently MALDEF believes in af-
firmative action very strongly. Let me ask a question, which may
be a little unfair, and I'll apologize for that event, but if MALDEF
believes in affirmative action so much, don't they believe in affirm-
ative action in broadcasting? Because when there was an opportu-
nity to push and fight for minorities owning minority stations they
chose the opposite, and in my estimation old out to Hallmark. I
don't blame them completely because there were some Members of
Congress that sold out to Hallmark. One of the individuals wrote a
not bad piece that said that for those Hispanic stations to fall into
the hands of non - Hispanic ownership would be a slap in the face to
the entire Hispanic community, and then reversed and supported
wholeheartedly the idea of affirmative action in broadcasting. The
Federal Communications 'Commission took an action that denied
not only minorities, but gender, the right to, let's say, some prefer-
ence in acquiribg broadcasting licenses.

On
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I don't know that you're prepared to respond to that, but -if
you're not I'd like a response in the mail. If you can respond to it I
would appreciate it.

Ms. JIMENEZ. I appreciate the question. I'm afraid I can't respond
to that right now. I have just begun my tenure with MALDEF as of
July, so I'm afraid: I'll have to research that and respond to you.

I will tell you this, though, that I personally have been attending
FCC hearings and hearings with regard to the minority preferewe
provisions, and MALDEF has been involved in commenting on
those particular provisions, and I will be more thaii happy to
review that and send in my answer.

Mr. MARTINEZ. It seems like kind of hypocrisy, then, because
they took a position that Hallmark should have those stations,
when there were more qualified buyers than Hallmark, and people
that offered more money. Even the court ruling in L.A. which gave
the jurisdiction for permission to seek the FCC's permission to sell
that license to that particular firm flew in the face of the fact that
there were three Hispanic groups that_had put together offers that
exceeded the selling price that Hallmark offered, with their tax
c.....tificate and there was another factor in there, I forget what it is
now.

So it would have given the dissident owners that had filed suit
against the management $1 million' more-than what-the Hallmark
offer was. But the one thing that it didn't havethat offerwad'
the sweetheart deal that was made for the benefit of the people in
control who the dissenting stockholders had sued because of mis-
management. Yet they were allowed to stay in the management of
the thing by the sweetheart deal they made with Hallmark, even
to the degree of violating the court order by buying into the compa-
ny because Hallmark offers stock options to management people,
even though part of the deal of the court was that none of the prin-
cipals that were then involved in that license could be principals in
the new takeover.

So you research it, and you'll find out some of the hypocrisy that
I feel is there when an organization who believes in affirmative
action will not stand by that. So few minorities have broadcasting
licenses now, if you look at the percentages, and I want you to do
that first, you'll see where we are still underrepresented in that
area. Fortunately for us there are people in the Congress like Car-
diss Collins, one of our black colleagues, who is willing to take the
fight for us in a piece of legislation she is preparing, and we're
going to ball be supporting that so that maybe we can live true to
our word and say when we believe in something, we go all the way.
We put our money where our mouth is.

Thank you.
Ms. JIMENEZ. Thank you very much.
Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me ask Mr. Hayes if he has any questions.
Mr. HAYES. Well, Mr. Chairman, obviously you heard the bells,

and it appears that We're going to have to rush to vote on a rule
which deals -with part of this issue, at least having to do with the
loss of jobs in the textile industry.

I just want to commend this panel for-what has beenwe have
been at least recipients of some excellent testimony from each of
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you, but let me sound a wofd of warning as we leave thatwe've
got temminutes yet, so well get back-

As you leave, just so you'll understand the kind of problem we
have here as a Member of this body, as we reduce the deficit, or
make efforts to reduce the deficit, some -of the programs have been
helpful to that -two- tiered society that you talk about, Mr. Garcia.
Our effort is to try to retain some of those kind of programs and
try to begin to convince our Congresspeople to change our spending
priorities, concern themselves with improving our educational"
system, and yes, concern themselves with the Federal Government
and begin to spend money in the direction of coming up with pro-
grams -that are going to provide jobs for people. We're not doing it
now.

I think that you understandand it's clear to me we've got
certain people who are now leaders in Government, who are pre-
pared to-say some of the people in that lower tier are expendables
in this society. This is not a partisan issue, this is a human issue,
and I think we've got to become more and more active and not
competing one with the other and dividing up the scarcity of jobs,
but let's find out how we can, as' a Federal Government, begin to
develop our infrastructure, improve our .cities, build more housing
for people in the lower-middle income categoryand these are the
kind of ways that we talk aboutteachers are suffering. In my
City of Chicago we've got a, strike today. 'One of the main issues
there is these salaries that are paid the teachers. It is more finan-
cially rewarding now to be a plumber than a teacher, and as we
talk about training people to teach people we are going to have to
tlink about and look at the salaries and how we spend our money.

So I just want to say take a look at the "Economic Bill of Rights"
H.R. 2870 that's been introduced by Congressman Hawkins, sup-
ported by me and the chairMan of this subcommittee, Martinez,
and others. It contains a provision dealing with jobs, Sec. 3(a)(1)(A)
"The Quality of Life Action Act" H.R. 1398, but it will never reach
the light of day unless we develop the kind of thing that you talked
about, Mr. Garciapeople moving in direction to change the course
we're going.

Mr. MA,RTINEZ. Thank- you, Mr. Hayes.
I want to thank the' vitnesses for appearing before us today. We

appreciate your tcatimony.'It's crucial to the purposes we're trying
to attain. Thank you.

We're adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:04 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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